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MSU gains state ties

NEWSBRIEFS
Alumni office receives award

1L\Iumnus lobbies for MSU in Frankfort
By LEIGH LANDINI
f'#ews Editor

I As the Kentucky General
Assembly begins discussing
more serious business, Murray
State Univer-sity will have a
"buddy" in Frankfort - Buddy
Buckingham.
Buckingham, a 1955
graduate and former Murray
businessman, is monitoring
legislation affecting higher
education and thus Murray
State during this session's
General Assembly.
He said he monitors the action pending before the
legislators each day and talks
to legislators from the western
Kentucky area to gain support
for issues affecting higher
education and MSU.
Many other state universities
send a :staff member to
Frankfort to monitor legl!~la 
tion, but Murray State has not
sent a staffer on a routine basis
in several years. In the past,
the University president or
another administrator would go
to Frankfort as needed to
monitor legislation.
"The University hasn't had a
full-time person in Frankfort in
a number of years and they felt
it was important to monitor

isoues,'' he said.
Buckingham, MSU economic
development officer, said he
was asked by President Ronald
J. Kurth to attend the General
Assembly sessions and tell
western Kentucky legislators
the views of MSU.
· "The legblators of our area
are receptive to comments on
bills," he said.
As a former businessman,
Buckingham said he believes
his experience in economic
development will be helpful to
him in his job dealing with the
legislature.
"I've spent enough time
working with state government
to know how the process
works," Buckingham said.
Buckingham's job as
economic development officer
has allowed him to work with
the 17-county area that MSU
serves to assist the counties in
developing economic plans.
Although the General
Assembly began meeting
earlier. this month, Buckingham said the big issues this
session are House Bill 149,
health insurance and balancing
the state budget.
"The budget's going to be the
biggest one,'' he said. "It's ob-

Kentucky General
Assembly 1992
vious that they (universities)
will have to take some cuts. All
the universities are opposed to
further cuts."
Last semester, the state's
budget shortfall forced state
universities to cut 37 percent
from their budgets and give
back to the state. The
legislature may consider a 10 to
15 percent cut for the 1992-94
biennium, which would mainly
affeot universities through per·
sonnel cuts, Buckingham said.
"The governor and
legislatw·e are trying their best
to protect education reform,"
Buckingham said.
''I don't think students will be
getting a lesser education. The
next thing they will have to

look at is freezing personnel
positions that are not filled and
cutting programs with the least
importance," Buckingham
said.
Buckingham said most
universities have already trim·
med travel and other expenses,
but not much is left to cut except programs or personnel.
The budget cuts will also affect how universities derive
funding from the formula. Formula funding determines how
much money universities
receive for programs. Budget
cuts have ru·opped formula funding to around 80-plus percent,
. and additional cuts may reduce
it to 70 percent, he said.
"I think it's a disaster for
higher education in the state,"
he said.
He said reductions in funding
may ultimately have an
adverse effect on higher education causing declining
enrollments.
Universities may be able to
cope with the budget cuts if
they manage funds more
prudently. "Yes, there is
managment needed. The pru·
dent fiscal management is
crucial to universities," he said.

Green runs unopposed for Senate seat
By LEIGH L_A_N_D_IN_I_ _ _ _ _ __
News Editor

Campaigning for a state senate seat
before competitors began their campaigns
helped Murray State University alumnus
Jeff Green become a state senator earlier
than he expected.
Green was unanimously selected as the
Democratic candidate for the 1st District
senate seat during a special meeting of the
district's six Democratic committees on
Dec. 31, 1991. He will run unopposed in a
special election on Thursday.
Green, a Mayfield attorney, said he is
pleased to have )an opportttnity to flll the
unexpired term of former state Sen. Greg
Higdorl. Higdon resigned the office after he
was appointed deputy secretary of the National Resources Cabinet. The senate term

will expire in January 1993.
Green said he began campaigning for the
May 1992 Democratic primary during the
recent Kentucky gubernatorial race, but
he did not expect to become a state
legislator until after the November
elections.
"I think it helped because people knew
my name. It gave me a chance to meet
members of the Democratic committee,"
Green said.
Green said he plans to go to Frankfort for
the General Assembly sessions the day
following the election.
Although this will be Green's first term
as a legislator, he is not unfamiliar with
the General :Assembly. He worked in tlie
Murray State president's office from
1979-82 where he helped the University ob-

tain funding from the General Assembly
for various programs.
During that time he was a lobbyist on
behalf of MSU, but now he has the oppor·
tunity to push for legislation that will help
Murray State and higher education in
general, he said.
"I think it's good to have someone who
knows the benefit of higher education,"
Green said. "Certainly, I'm an advocate for
elementary and secondary education, but
we shouldn't neglect higher education."
Green, who jokingly tells his friends he
bleeds blue and gold, said he will make
sure MSU gets funding for the special
events center and other programs.
One of Green's priorities is to Mlp approve a four-lane highway from Bowling
Green to Cadiz to Murray to Mayfield.

The Murray State University alumni affairs office received
an Award of Excellence from District TIT Council for Advancement and Support of Education.
The entry, titled "Building an Effective Minority Alumni
Program at Murray State University," detailed efforts to increase black alumni participation in alumni programming,
service to the University and the Alumni Association and
draw black alumni to campus for events.
The entry will be on display Feb. 15·18 at the National
CASE conference in Washington, D.C.

MARC gets grant
MSU's Mid-America Remote Sensing Center (MARC)
recently received a $36,000 grant from the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers.
The center received the grant to map water quality
parameters in West Point Lake, a reservoir on the GeorgiaAlabama border. The maps will be used to model or map the
ecological status or biological activity of West Point Lake.

Owensboro scholarship offered
The Owensboro Business and Professional Women's Club
will award a scholarship to a Murray State University
female student from that area.
Criteria includes residency in the Owensboro/Daviess
County area; financial need; college or high school transcript;
three recommendation letters; and a sta'tement from a financial aid officer at the college.
Application deadline is Feb. 28, and applications are
available in the MSU school relations office.

Environmental scholarships offered
Scholarship awards for students interested in environmental protection careers will be offered by the Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection.
Criteria includes completion of 60 semester hours in the
areas of chemistry, agriculture, chemical or civil engineering. Student may have completed 90 semester hours in the
areas of hydrogeology, public health and toxicology.
The award will cover cost of tuition, room and board, books
and fees. Four scholarships will be awarded. Applications are
available at Kentucky's eight state universities. Scholarship
winners are expected to accept employment with the department after graduation.

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION
• Meetlng.3:30 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 28, Room 409 Faculty Hall.
English Student Organization. Old and new members welcomed.
• Meeting. 4 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 28, Room 213 Wilson Hall. Society
of Professional Journalists.
• Meeting. 3:30p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 29, Stables. Student Activity
Fee Committee.
• SGA meeting. 5 p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 29, Barkley Room, Curris
Center.
• Lecture. 5:30 p.m., Wednesday, Jan. 29, Ohio Room, Curris
Center. "Africa as Reflected in the United States Media," part of

Focus on Africa program.

SIN BAD
Live

in

Concert

at
Murray State University
Racer Arena
Monday, Feb . 10

2 for $5.99 Lunch Buffet
or
2 for $6.99 Dinner Buffet

Star of "It's a Different World"
Co-star in the motion picture
"Necessary Roughness "
Performed at colleges nationwide

r-------------------------~
:4'·
~ BUFFET SPECIAL $ l
1

I
1
I

2 all-you-can-eat
lunch buffets

$5

99 1
I
1
I

• mtnb DDt lDclu4e6 .. ~&18004 t1uoup 217 fg{j

L-------------------------~

Jl\n. 29
Currls Center Theater

1

$1.50 • MSU 10

I

$2.50 • without MSU ID

I

7:30 p.m.
&

9:30 p.m.
STUDENTS, It's time once again to no

nate your favorite teacher for the

MAX CARMAN AWARD
I,

r-------------------~-----~
1$
BUFFET SPECIAL . l

, would like to nominate
for the award.

•

2 all-you-can-eat
.
b uffets
Dtnner

L-------------------------~

Delivery Special:
Large, 1 Topping for $6.99
• •••

RETURN FORM TO SGA OFFICE BY NOO._
N_F_R-ID
_A_Y_F_
E_
B.-1-4-

BlEB

BBM

•

DELIVERY SPECIAL
Large, 1 Topping Pizza

$6.99
ezpbee tl,/7/82
..............................

Must present ,c oupon

Date._ _ _ __
~~

I
1
I

Lunch Buffet: Monday thru Saturday, 11 a .m.-2 p.m.; Sunday, noon-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet: Monday tbru Sunday, 5 p.m.-8:30p.m.
Must present coupon when ordering.

1. In w hat department does the faculty member teach?
2. Have you had this professor in class?
If so, what classes?
3. Is the professor available for assistance outside the classroom?
4. What qualities do you feel this professor has that would qualify him
for outstanding classroom performance?
M~

99 1

• DdDb DOt iDclud.ed - apecla1 good through 2/7/92

P L EASE COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION

Student's signature

$6

Chestnut Street

753-6658

\
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MSU phonathon deemed successful
''Twelve million dollars is not
going to come close to bulding a
T elephone s ran g un t i l facility," said Buddy BuckChristmas Eve for the Special ingham, economic development
Events Arena phona~hon, yet officer .
Buckingham will be monitorMurray State University st.ill
came up $300,000 short of ing the 1992 Kentucky General
m eeting the expected $2 Assembly this session for Murray State, and though he said it
million.
Despite t he missed goal, will be a tough battle getting
University officials said they the extra money from the state,
are h appy with t he funds raised there is support for the arena.
But to get the arena built,
through the first half of the anMurray State is going to need
.nual phonathon.
"We were pleased with it," another $8 million added on to
!said Charles Ward, director of the $10 million already pledged
the office of development. "We by the state, Ward said.
would have liked to have had
Wit h school reform and
00,000."
health care debates, though,
The scliool raised $265,000 Buckingham said, it is going to
hrough t he phonathon last be strictly a budget battle, and
mester, which was conducted Murray State is going to need
or the first time by a profes- all the support from area state
ional marketing firm. The senators and representatives it
Jnoney raised Murray State's can get.
~tal donations to $1.65 million,
"Jeff Green will be very suprard said.
portive," he said.
Green, a Murray State alum
: But even if the school had
t eached its goal by the end of nus, is running unopposed in
December, more money than the 1st District to replace
was originally planned is going outgoing Sen. Greg Higdon.
to be needed to build the arena. "Hopefully, there might be

more funding in the governor's
budget," Green said.
He said the fact that t he
arena is being ftmded as an
economic development project,
and not a basketball arena, will
help get the extra money.

!POUCEBEAT

Departmental phonathon begins

By JAMES G. LOCKWO_O_D_

Viewpoint Editor

Special Events Center
Main Area Floor Leyel

"It can bring in economic
development," Green said. "It
will be the only faciliLy in the
1st District."
And that fact is bringing in
support from area representatives as well, such as Pat M.
McCuiston of Pembroke, who
has been working hard to get
the funding for the arena,
Green said.
"We need to get the money,"
Green said, pointing out the
three year deadline set by
former Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
to raise the money.
Ward said the University is
continuing to seek contributions from foundations and
businesses to get the extra
$350,000. He said reaching the
goal would give the University
leverage against the General
Assembly.

1. 4,050 retracting chair seats
2. 8,050 total seating
3. Concession areas for 8,000 spectators
4. Approximately 37,700 square feet of upper concourse
multi-use area
Lower Level Floor
1. Storage HVAC for 8,000 spectators (8,000 total)
2. S~rvice entry upgraded with approximately 3,900 square feet bulk.
storage
3. Secured storage area
4. Athletic equipment area (3,320 square feet)
5. Athletic training room
6. Sports medicine area (1,120 square feet)
7. Racer Room {2,475 square feet)
8. VIP room (1,250 square feet)
9. Press room (1.250 square feet)
10. Athletic offices (7 ,000 square feet)
Site Develqpmeot
1. Spectatoc parking (675 spaces total)
2. Athletic office area entry
3. Hall of Fame drive
Graphic by IRYANAOAMS'

Source: OFFICE OF DEVELOPMENT

Jan. 17
12:40 a.m. - A dead duck was reported on the second floor
of Franklin Hall. A residence hall director disposed of the
dead animal.
1:25 p.m. - The Hardee's manager reported that a group of
Murray State students stole the wet floor signs from the dining room.

Jan. 16

7:08 p.m. - A car was reported hit while parked in the lot
between the housing office and the Baptist Student Union.
Jan. 11
6:16p.m. - Juveniles were reported on the fire escape of
th e Fine Arts Building.
11:25 p.m.- A 2-year-old girl was reported alone and crying near College Courts. Officers reported the girl's parent s
were not at home and the girl had wandered away from their
apartment.

lnforma#on for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by Jay
Morehead, reporter, from materials available to the public
from the public safety department.

Moore said the money t hat is
pledged by alumni can be
restricted or designated for a
specific college or scholarship
fund . Alumni may a l so
establish a new scholarsh ip
fund.
Robert McGaughey, chair man of the department of journalism and r adio/television,
said the pledged money would
be used for operating equipment, travel a nd scholarsh ips
for the department.
"We're shooting for $8,000. If
we get eight in a recession year,
we're doing good,'' he said.

wou l d hurt the academic
departments' efforts to raise
The Murr ay State University
money.
spring phonathon for academics
"I don't think the Special
began the first week of the
Events phonathon has affected
semester.
this one," McGaughey said.
Linda Moore, developmental
"The alumni who were going to
coordinator, said the money
give money to the Special
pledged from the phonathon
Events Center had already set
helps to supplement the lack of
aside the money. They are still
funding by the federa l and state
giving the same amount or
governments.
more to academics."
"Private money is becoming
Th is year 100 students were
more important because federal
h ired as phonathon workers.
and state funding is dwindl"We sent out fliers i n the fall
ing," she said. "In order to get
and 110 to 115 people answered
t he money, the alumni must be
our ads," Moore said.
contacted. The primary way of
When t h e a ca d e m i c
She said the workers were
contacting alumni is by phone."
"We will have 77 sessions . phonathon began, some depart- trained ' using a m anual which
this spring. Our goal is to raise ments were concerned th at the was composed of ideas compiled
$250,000 to $300 ,000 in efforts to get pledges for t he from other universities from a
pledges," she said.
new Special Events Center three year period.
By MICHELE CARLTON

Assistant News Editor

.•.

~ .-----------------------------------------~

Tracy~

Melissa Hiill

"I dldn 't mind calling people.
The alumni were very open and
willing to listen,'' she said.

> ' ) ·:

> H()~? '

Charlene Husk
Shenette McCandles
Jennifer McConnell

Congratu{ations I

Vicki Breece, a senior
radio/television major from
Risco, Mo., earned money for
Alpha Epsilon Rho.

. '>
" "'a..ere.
. -.....,...::

Christy Moore
Ashley Oliver
PauJaPogue
Michelle Prowell
Amy Ramage
Molly Wallace
Stephanie Yarbrough

"When you have an organization to support, I guess you
must do what you can," she
said.

nn..,

' f t..JJ.V'.

~McGuire

Cherie Walker, a senior
public relations major from
Sandusky, Mich., volunteered
to earn money for the Public
Relations Student Society of
America.

Who?
What?
When?

.9L{pfia Sigma .9lfpfia
is proud to present tfie 13eta
fJ'au :Fa({ initiates
Denise Anderson
Laurie Austin
Beth BlumenstOck
KaraBeth BoYer
Shannon Brwnba\tKh
Anna Chesnut
Traci Childers
Amanda COo~
Kim I>mililp

Some of the phonathon
workers volunteered their services to help their respective
organizations on campus.

··~

.

Weanawer.

Mitzi Jones

·•·•·

The Murray State News and Student
Government Association are asking you to
submit your questioll8 about things that
concern you about the University and allow
us to help you find the answer. Some of
the questions and their answers from the
appropriate officials will be pr:lnted 1n each
issue of The News.

on 6eing crowned
Miss ~ntucKy

County ~air
Queen 1992.

Just take your~ to the 'SGA/lhe

Murray State News" mailbox in.front qf the
lriformation Desk on thejirstj'IDar qf the
CUrtis Center or bring t~m by The Murray

.state News~
at 111
Wilson HalL
.
.

The Order of Omega,
Greek Leadership Honor Society,
is now accepting applications for
membership for the Sp~ of 1992.
The following criteria must be met
prior to the consideration of an
application:
*2.75 cumulative grade point average
*Junior or Senior status
*Demonstrated leadership in your Greek organization
Applications may~ picked up in Ross Meloan's office,
Cooperative Education and Placement, 218 Ordway HaiL
Applications must be returned no later than noon,
Friday, Feb. 7 to Ross Meloan's oftice.
Ifyou have any questions, contact Ross Meloan at 2906
or Michael Ellerbusch at 6356.

Y

ou're Invited to the
30th Anniversary
Party at the World 's ##1
Spring Break Destination,
on the Hottest
beach on earth,
Feb. 22- April 19, 1992!
C~lll-SQ0-854-1234

for your FREE 30th
Anniversary Official
Spring Break
1992 Guide!
DFSTINAOON DAYTONAI
Convention & Visitor's Bun.>au
1'.0. Box910
Daytot'k'l IX.'aC.:h, A.. 32115
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VIEWPOINT
EDITORIAL
.',

Phonathon effort
aids wrong cause

Label collection
creates money
To the Editor:
Murray State University
Athletics Academic area is participating in the C.A.S.H. Program sponsored by Malone and
Hyde, Inc. Any charitable
organization can earn dollars
by collecting these labels.
We are asking for your
assistance in collecting these
labels. Please send them to
Margaret Simmons, academic
adviser, llOA Carr Health
Building, or call 762-4424 and
we will pick them up.
This is a relatively easy way
for us to generate money which
will be used to enhance our
academic program.
Thanks for supporting our
efforts.

The phonathon last semester yielded $265,000. It
was quite an endeavor for one semester, matching
marks that are usually reached during a whole
year.
Because of the efforts, we would like to send a
hearty congratulations to the office of development
and Dr. Kurth ... but we cannot .
The fact is, the money does not go to academic programs, hiring more professors to handle the growing number of students or to add scholarships to aid
students already strapped by a bad economy.
The money is going to the special events center,
one that is going to benefit the whole region yet is
mainly being funded by the state, which has cut
some funding to higher education, and Murray
State.
Efforts are now under way to get donations from
alumni to fund scholarships and departments, and
it is being done without the professional
telemarketing firm that was used to raise the
money for the center.
School officials say 84 percent of alumni who did
not give to the center can give to the scholarships,
but that is a gamble when usually only 14 percent
of alumni give annually.
It is nice to see that Murray State can be successful when it focuses its efforts, but it would be
nicer if it could focus its efforts on programs that
would benefit the people attending and not the community it already supports.

Margt·et Simmons
Academic Adviser

Support packages
cheer soldiers

NCAA requirements
help student/athletes
It has finally passed. The much debated scholastic
requirements for studentJathletes was passed by
the NCAA.
For those not familiar with the requirements,
they raise the standards for freshmen studentJathletes to have higher grades than what was
once required. The freshmen must also have taken
13 college preparatory classes while in high school.
Opponents of the plan say this will result in a
'whitening' of collegiate sports because minorities
will be pushed out due to inadequate educational
opportunities offered to them in inner city school
districts.
This is not true, though. All the NCAA passed
were requirements that matched many college admission standards. In fact, with new educational
reforms being passed throughout the nation, if a
student is found to have inadequate education, the
fault then lies with the student and not the school.
The ruling sends a message to athletes and
coaches alike: it is more important to know reading,
.writing and arithmetic than to know routes, runs
and scores.

The

Murray State News
111 WileonHall
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Ken tucky 420'71

The News exercises your right to know
~~~ Q
Why

haa

SGA not been approached

mm with the athletic department's

To the Editor:
On behalf of the 438th
Military Police Company I
would like to thank students,
faculty and alumni for their
support.
The banner, books ,
magazines, etc., were a pleasant surprise when I opened the
package. Each platoon received
their share of these wonderful
gifts.
With the holiday ~eason upon
us it is especially important for
soldiers to know that America
still cares about its men and
women serving in southwest
Asia.
Once again, thank you.
Cl

Stephen R. Ross
Cpt., MP, U.S. Army
Commanding

~a~ request to raise the student activity
~~

;oo;

If you have been at Murray
State University as long as I
have there are things you start
to wonder.
You wonder where your
money goes, why housing barely knocks before going into your
room, how many parking
spaces there really are and why
the University plants as much
foliage as it does.
Well, it's time for those and
many other questions to be
answered.
The Murray State News and
Student Government Association are asking you to submit
your questions about things
that concern you about the
University and allow us to help
you find the answer.
I hear you wondering and
complaining.
"Why don't they turn on the
heat sooner?"

fee If they plan to submit It to the
board of regents In February?
-SGA

•Right now there Is a whole series of Ideas
and proposals have not been formed up
enough to bring to SGA. Don Robertson
and I plan to meet with SGA about
~ specifics."
-Don Kassing

!8

"Why do the call boxes not
work?"
"How do some people get to
register early?"
Some of those questions may
have reasonable answers that
none of us are aware of.
If there is a question that you
have always wondered the
answer to or maybe don't
understand the answer you
were given, bring us your ques·
tion and let us make sure you
not only get an answer, but an
authorized one.

Some of the questions and
their answers from the appropriate officials will be
printed in each issue of The
News.
Now is your chancel
Just take your questions to
the "SGA/The Murray State
News" mailbox in front of the
Information Desk on the first
floor of the Curris Center or bring them by The Murray State
News office at 111 Wilson Hall.
There are certain things you
just have to know.

Editor's Note: This letter was sent to
Donna R. Her.don. dtrector of Alumni Affairs, on Dec. 21 and was passed on to
The News for all to read.

Jokes go too far
To the Editor:
I am upset with the immature
attitude of some of the students
on campus.
I can understand some fun,
harmless practical jokes... but
it becomes severely annoying
when the mischief is focused
and inconveniences people,
causing them problems with
their scheduled life.
Recently I was the victim of
one of those pranks. My door
was glued shut, locking me out
of my room for a night...
These pranks are no longer
fun, just annoying and childish.
Jim Phillips
Student

Melanie Bucklin
Editor in chief'

CAMPUS VIEWS

Amy Lear
Auociate editor

Leigh I,andjni

Eric Walker

Newa editor

Sports editor

J ames Lockwood

Tren t Redmond

VleWpOint editor

Should school have been closed for King's birthday?

Photography editor

Kri.atie Helma

Chris Padgett

Campua life editor

Adv~manager

Dr.Ann L Landini
Ad'riler
The staff of The Murray Swtt Newa includes Michele Carlton, Patricia Cash,
Am,y Helm, Kris Lawrence and Heather Keith , assistant editors; Alyssa
Harvey, arts and entertainment edilor; Bryan Adams, graphics editor; Sherry
Dickinson, copy editor; Mark Adanu, editorial cartoonist and illustrator; Lance
Balmer, assistant advertising manager; Teresa May1, senior staff writer; Jon
Futrell, Amy Grewe, Stephanie Lutb, Lorl Shain, Naretha Timberlake staff
writers; Cheri Stuart, photographer; Anrela Bird, busineaa manager; Suaan
Blake, office manager; Mark McAnulty, Nancy Willi.auu, Scott Tomb Mitch
Russell, advertising sales; Carrie Brady, Jill Edelen, Mitch Fain , ToU~er Jol·
ly, Carmen Stearn.., Jimmy Tipton, advertising production; Chad Murray,
Sheila Schoonover, graduate aaaistanta; Jonathan Andrewe, Charita
John10n, Hanna Yearer, systems managers; Orville Herndon, computer
technician.
The Murray Stott New• Is prepared and edited by journalism atudenta under the ad.
viaerahip of Dr. Ann L. Landini, a111ietant professor in the department of journalism and
radillltelevision. Opinions expreseed are those of the editon and other signed writel'!l.
These opinions do not nec:eaaarlly represent the view of JOurnalism faculty or the
University. Tb~ ~an official publication of MutTay State University.
Tht Murray Stau Ntwl welcomalettera to the editor. The deadline Cor •ubmitting is 4
p.m. on the Monday prior to Friday'• paper. Letters are publiahed u apace allo-. and
the Ntwa reserves the ri&ht to edit lettera to conform with style and tP«ial conaidera·
tiona. All letters should be typed and doubl•spaced and should not run more than 300
wont.. All letters mlllt be signed and include the writer's addre•, cluailicetion or title
and phone number for verification. Lette1'11 signed by more than one pe1'110n may be
prmt.ed at the staff• dir.cretion. All letters printed will be on file at the Ntwa office for
public inspection
Th11 Murray Stale Mew• is publiahed weekly during fall and spring eemeatera except
during holiday and examination per1ods.

II

ERICK LINOSA Y

CHRISTY TRENHOLM

GREG SKAGGS

RACHEL GREER

Freshman

Freshman

Senior

Freshman

"Yes, I think it should have
been closed. Martin Luther
King, Jr. was a great man and
he did what he had to do to free
blacks."

"Yes, school should have been
cloRe-d in order to observe his
memory."

"No, they will not let us out for
the country's founding father's
birthday."

"Yes, because I think he was
very important in turning
around freedom for the blacks."

January 24, 1992
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Celebration promotes awareness
Africa spotlighted
•

By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Murray State University
students will have the chance
to be culturally enlightened
through " Focus on Africa." a
symposium and celebration of
African-American culture, in
January and February.
Gary Hunt, dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communication, said be hopes this
multi-disciplinary celebration
of art, music, history, dance,
literature and anthropology
will , make students more
culturally aware.
"It'll contribute to the intellectual climate of the campus," Hunt said. "This is a
celebration for all of us to
recognize the contributions of
Africa to American culture."
Joseph Cartwright, dean of
the College of Humanistic
Studies, agrees.
"We wanted a comprehensive
program that focused on the
African influence on American
culture and provided the
students with several different
perspectives of looking at
Africa," Cartwright said.
Hunt and Cartwright said
they believe the importance of
Africa is not given enough
attention.
Hunt said it is important to
recognize Africa as a growing
continent and that Americans
realize their historical ties to
the land.
"We give a lot of attention to
other places in the world, but
Africa doesn't get as much attention as a continent," Hunt
said. "A lot of America has its
historical roots in Africa.''
Although the "Focus on
Mrica" series began Jan. 14,
Hunt said it is a University
response to Black History
Month in February.
Cartwright said he cannot
really answer why this has not
been done before, but said he
believes the issue of
multicultural education played
a part in having the event this
year.
"It's important to have programs dealing with important
issues, and in education a current issue is multicultural
education - how can we
develop a curriculum to expose
our students to other cultures,"
Cartwright said.
Doris Clark, coordinator of
the office of minority studenl
affairs, agrees that the trend of
multicultural education was an
influence, but said she hopes
valuing diversity will develop
continuity.

"It's a kind of trend right
now, but hopefully it will be
lasting," Clark said.
Hunt. who took the initiative
in forming the "Focus on
Africa" program, was encouraged to form the series
after Murray State received the
African art exhibit from Berea
College. The exhibit sparked
discussion and meetings with
various campus offices and
organizations. Hunt said he
also has a personal interest in
the programs.
"I've been to Africa four or
five times and I'm very excited
about this," Hunt said.
Cartwright said he hopes the
programs will generate enough
interest this year to provide encouragement for establishing
an annual event.
"It's much more effective
when we can bring our
resources together in a collective way," Cartwright said.
Clark said it is good that the
Black History Celebration was
extended beyond the month of
February. She said she believes
a month is not adequate enough
to recognize the rich heritage
and contributions of AfricanAmericans.
Clark said minority student
affairs will be sponsoring programs throughout t h e
semester.
"I hope it'll open a lot of
peoples' eyes to the greatness of
black culture and sensitize the
University to minority issues,"
Clark said.
"Focus on Africa" is sponsored by the College of Fine
Arts and ComU}unication, the
College of Humanistic Studies,
the Eagle Art Gallery, the
University Library, Wrather
Museum, the office of minority
student affairs, the office of the
provost, the Center for International Programs, the Kentucky
Humanities Council and the
National Endowment for t he
Humanities.
The "Focus on Africa" programs include the following:
• Jan. 14 - Feb. 7 - "African
Art from Berea College Collections," Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center
• Friday - Reception for
"Africa Art from Berea College
Collections," Eagle Gallery, 5-7
p.m. "African Art and Its
Links with the Cultures t hat
Produced It," gallery lecture
and tour by Robert Boyce,
curator of collections, Berea
College, Eagle Gallery. 7 p.m.
• Wednesday - "Africa as
Reflected in the U.S. Media,"
presentations by J erry K.
Domatob, formerly head of the

department of mass communication, Un ivers ity of
Maiduguri, Nigeria, and .
presently doctoral candidate,
Ohio University; and Leonard
Kantumoya, junior lecturer,
department of mass communication, University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia, and
master's candidate, Murray
State University. Respondent,
Doug Boyd, dean, College of
Communications, University of
Kentucky; 5:30 p.m. Location to
be announced.
• Thursday and Jan. 31 - International film, "Chocolat," a
film about Africa; program of
Cinema Inter national, Murray
State University; Curris Center
Theater, 7:30p.m.
• Feb. 2 - "The Role of The
Black Church in the U.S. Civil
Rights Movement," lecture by
Lamont Yeakey, visiting professor in M rican studies and
history departments, Wayne
State University, and associate
professor, department of AfroAmerican studies, University
of Wisconsin, Madison; Barkley
Room, 7 p.m.
• Feb. 3 - "Paul Robeson as a
Renaissance Man,'' lecture by
Dr. Lamont Yeakey; Location
to be announced
• Feb. 6 - "Murray State's
Lin k ages with Kenyatta
University," panel discussion
featuring George Mwiruki,
Kenyatta University; Professor
Frank Julian, department of
political science, criminal
justice and legal studies; Adam
Lanni n g, d ep artment of
sociology, anthropology and
social work; and Greg Prater,
department of s~cial education, Murray State University;
Barkley Room, 7 p.m.
• Feb. 8 - African Dance Performance, Imani Da nce Troupe,
Louisville, Johnson Theater, 3
p.m.
• Feb. 14 - "Their Place on the
Stage: Twentieth -Century
Black Women Playwrights and
Th eir Vision,'' lecture by
Elizabeth Brown-Gu illory,
department of English, University of Houston; Joh nson
Theater, 10 a.m.
• Feb. 21 - "Africa as an Influence on African-American
Life," panel of Murray State international a n d American
students, 9:30 a.m. Location to
be announced
• Feb. 23 - European Com·
munity Chamber Orchestra
with Delphin and Romain,
African-American artists touring with the chamber orchestra
in honor of Black History
Month; program of Murray
Civic Music Series; Lovett
Auditorium. 3 p.m.

Photos by TRENT REDMOND

African masks are just part of the authentic articles In
the African Art from Berea College exhibit In the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery. The featured artifacts are
from the collections of Jordan and Elizabeth Holtan,
Haldor and Bernice Hanson, Franklin Williams and
Berea College. Other Items which are used In everyday life in Africa, such as chairs, bowls, spoons and
costumes, are also on display. The exhibit will be at
the Gallery through February 7.

Artifacts exhib.ited at gallery
By JON FUTRELL

have such functional items as
bowls and spoons."
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Sperath said he tried to
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
as many items as
display
Center will host a reception
possible
in the gallery in a
tonight for its newest exhibit,
realistic
way.
"African Art from Berea Col"I wanted to try to put the
lege Collections.''
items in as realistic a concept
This exhibit featw-es ar- as possible," Sperath said.
tifacts from four separate col- ''That means putting the
lections- the Jordan and stools and chairs at floor level
Elizabeth Holtan Collection, (on small platforms) and the
the Haldor and Bernice Han- masks at about head level.''
son Collection, the Franklin
One exception to this rule
Williams Collection and the
conct~rns the wraps. which are
Berea College Collection.
It features everyday items in not placed on mannequin
African life as well as the heads.
''(They} had to be put on the
more populm· masks, said
Albert Sperath, director of walls so you can see the intricate pattern of the weavUniversity Galleries.
"Masks are what people ing," Sperath said.
think of first when they think
The collections grew from
of African art," Sperath said. stays and visits in various
"We have masks, but we also Mrican countries.
Staff Writer

Robert Boyce, associate professor of art history at Berea,
was in Nigeria for three months in the spring of 1990 as an
adjunct professor with the
African Studies Program.
Boyce said an attempted coup
during that period gave him
extra time for studying and
lecturing.
"I spent my first week and a
half traveling and giving lectures in Northern Nigeria and
another week in the Ibo land..,
of Southern Nigeria," Boyce
said. "Finally, when the coup
wll.S over, I was at the Univer·
sity of Nigeria until the first of
May when I left."
Among the articles Boyce
donated to the exhibit are a
large number of Nigerian texa
tiles and a dance costume. The
exhibit will be at the Eagle
Gall<.~ry through Feb. 7.

Ideas of Africans are unrealistic
By NARETHA TIMBERLAKE
Staff Writer

Photo by NARETHA TIMERLAKE

Dr. 0 . Ronald Dathorne, executive director of
the Association for Carrlbean Studies and a
member of the University of Kentucky's English
department, discussed the misconceptions and
distortions many Americans have about
Africans during a lecture Wednesday as part of
the " Focus on Africa" celebration.

Is America denying the African influence in
its literature and history? Dr. 0 . Ronald
Dathorne, executive director of the Association
for Caribbean Studies and member of t he
University of Kentucky's department of
English, addressed this quest ion in his lecture,
"Reflections on African Influence in American
Literature and History," Wednesday.
Dathorne, who has taught in Nigeria, at Yale
University, the University of Wisconsin, Ohio
State University, Florida International University, New York State University and the
University of Miami, first spoke on the
historical background of Africa. Dathorne said
American's idea of Africans is not realistic.
"The people you call Mricans don't really exist if you think about it for a moment,"
Dathorne said. "It's an American invention."
Dathorne said in the new world the concept of
synthesis has emerged.
"You have a synthesis of Dutch people,
English people, Irish people, Italians and
Greeks," Dathome said. "And they come
together and you call them all Europeans, or in
this country you say white people."
Americans merge ethnic groups and African
nations into black people and AfricanAmericans.
Dathorne said Americans are misinformed
about Africans.

"The popular assumption is that Africans just
simply arrived on slave ships," Dathorne said.
"This is nonsense clearly."
Dathorne said he feels it important that people are aware of the pre-Colombian African influence in American history.
"The Conquistadores came with blacks who
had settled in Spain and Portugal and were a
part of the investigation of this new world,"
Dathorne said. ''This is how Africa is getting
into the history."
Dathorne's lecture concentrated predominatly on what be termed the two aspects of Mricathe invented Africa and the real Africa.
Dathorne said quite a bit of literature on
Africa cannot be the reality of Mrica because it
is written from memories.
"This is where the difference between the
real and the invented aspects of Africa begin to
take place, when one tries to remember,"
Dathorne said.
One invention in particular was the Afro hair
style. Dathorne said he was suprised when he
came to America from Africa and saw the style.
He said the reasoning behind the style, that it
was the style of Africans, suprised him even
more.
"I'd just left the continent of Africa, I mean
real Africans .. .! didn't see it,'' Dathorne said.
" It was an invention.''
However, Dathomc was quick to stress that
an invention does not mean that 1t is not need-

A closer look at issues in the news

ed or that something is wrong with it because it
, was invented.
"It's a necessity. It's real for those people,"
Dathome said. "It's a way in which imaginary
Africa entered the bloodstream of America."
Dathorne explained this is how Africa
entered America through mythology, extension
and distortion.
The literary concept of the "noble savage," a
mixture of Native American and African, alSQ
contributed to America's distortion of Africa,
Dathorne said this concept has two sides.
"Along with this idea that the savage is noble
comes the idea that the savage is brutal, in·
ferior and is not really a human being,"
Dathorne said.
But the real Africa is also present in America.
Dathorne pointed out that events like the Black
Power Movement, people like Malcolm X and
the warm United States reception of Nelson
Mandela are evidence that the African
presence and subconscious is in America.
Dathorne said real Africa catl be seen in
musical instruments used in Congo Square in
New Orleans, which are like African in.
'
struments, and in voo-doo ceremonies.
Voo-doo, worship of the snake-god, came to
New Orleans from Africa indirectly through
Haiti. After the Haitian rebe11ion in the early
1800s, Haitians came to New Orleans.
Santeria, a religion ofRoman-Catholocism mix·
ed with old African religion, is also a mark of
1·eal AfricB .
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Senate
discusses
bills
a·service center

~ By TERESA MAYS

e Senior Staff Writer

: Murray State University is now a site for
; one of the Kentucky Department of Educa: tion's eight regional education service
= centers.
a The center, which will be located at Roy
• Stewart Stadium, should open in mid: February, said Nancy Huffstutter, director of
.. Rchool services and research.
:
Huffstutter said the center will be staffed
with specialists in curriculum, early
childhood development, instructional
technology and school-based decision making.
l
''The purpose of each RSC (Regional Service
; Center) is to enable school districts and
schools, with the help ofregional cooperatives,
consortia, and higher education, to implement
KERA (Kentucky Education Reform Act) programs,'' she said.
"Each RSC is charged with helping client
districts to assess professional development
needs, diagnose appropriate implementation
strategies and develop an inter nal capacity for
change," she said.
Huffstutter said the RSC staff, on request,
will assist districts in the creation of comprehensive plans to implement KERA.

•

"Such plans will include professional
development with respect to each KERA initiative, student performance goals and the activities needed to attain them," she said.
Huffstutter said each RSC is a requirement
of the Kentucky Education Reform Act of
1990.
She said KERA is the goal of the Kentucky
Department of Education, which ensures
every child an internationally superior educa·
tion and a love of learning through visionary
leadership, vigorous stewardship, and exemplary services in alliance with school
districts, schools and other partners.
"RSC will support the professional development activities of the cooperative, t he universities and the consortia in its region," Huffstutter said.
MSU students, Huffstutter said, will not be
directly involved with the center.
"Murray State will be working as a partnership with the center and other agencies to im·
plement KERA pr ograms which affect all
students in the area," she said.
Other educational agencies involved, Huffstutter said, are West Kentucky Educational
Cooperative, Calloway County Early
Childhood Regional Training Center and
Murray Head Start.

higher education is Gov.
Brereton Jones' plan to restructure the method state univer·
sities use for selecting their
board and regent members.

seems unfair that students are
the only people forced to purchase insurance."

By DAVID SNOW

Reporter
and

JON FUTRELL

Randolph told faculty
members about a bill pending
Mandatory student health in· that would allow University
surance purchasing, personnel employees access to their perfile access and counting unused sonnel files.
sick leave toward retirement
"The University is against
were among the topics discussthis,"
Randolph said, "because
ed during a recent Faculty
these
flles
contain comments by
Senate meeting.
others concerning tenure."
The topics are among the bills
There is also a bill allowing
pending before the Kentucky unused sick leave to count
General Assembly that may af. towards retirement.
feet higher education.
"Currently, employees can
J im Rudolph, chairman of the retire after 27 years of service,"
Faculty Senate governmental Randolph said. "This bill would
affairs committee, informed the allow up to the full 180.
senate Jan. 14 of those bills af. teaching days allowed for sick
fecting University policies.
leave to count towards
retirement."
One such bill was to repeal a
Staff Writer

state law requiring students to
purchase health insurance.
"The University is for this
bill," Randolph said. "We got
by this during the (fall)
semester on a technicality, but
it is required this semester. It

"I would not think this wouid
have any impact on a majority
of our Board of Regents," said
Kerry Harvey, chairman of the
MSU Board of Regents. "The
faculty regent, student regent
and four other regents whose
terms expire by July 1, the
earliest day any proposal could
be implemented, would not be
affected, so there is not a
drastic impact."

"The ball game is in
Frankfort," said Jim Hammack, faculty regent. "What
you read is what I or anyone
It is still undecided whether else knows. Everything is on
those days include summer hold until we find out what the
semester or not, which would governor proposes and what the
allow an employee to retire Legislature proposes. (The
after just under 26 years of Board of Regents) priorities are
the same: salaries, program
service.
fu ·n ding, libraries and
Another issue that will affect everything as before.·•

Tfie sisters of Jflplia (jamma 'De{ta
wouU [iK.f. to congratulate
tfuir new 1992 officers

INTERNATIONAL
STUDENT DAY

President - Bdclgette Burnett
Vice- President Fraternity Ectu.catlon - K)'Dllldlltoah
Vice President Scholanhlp - Bethany Hall

I

Treasurer -Rae Oliver

2nd floor Business Building
Janurary 31
10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

RecordlDI Secretary - Stephane Shelton
Corresponding Seaetary - DaDleDe AleDDder
Ritual Chairman - Cbrlaty Pur.lah
Socla1 CbalnnaD - Heather Glogan
PubUclty Chairman - MlcheDe Miller
Rush CbalnnaD • Cathed.D.e Frazier
Membenhlp Chairman - Uz Van Item
Standards ChalnnaD - Sherrl Gupton
Home Chairman - DlaDe Fltzaerald
Panhellenle Deteaate - ShanDon BamhD1

I

Panhellenie Repraeutatllva -Amy RoblDaon
- ShanDon Crisp
Guards - Lod Nuaky -ADele ChlpmaD
PhllaDthropy ChalnDaD - C.Ol8ummen
Activities ChalnnaD - Heather Lewis
AlUIIIDl Re1attoDs - Tonja Day
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Day designated

SGA proposes
student section
Staff Report

A resolution calling for the
bleacher seats for a student
section in the pronosed
regionnl specinl (' e nt..
<'E:nter "was unamiously pa, ·
ed by the Student ili>vemmcnt Association
Wednesday.
SGA also discussed ex-

L.D. Miller dies
Staff Report

One of Murray Sta te
University's most dedicated
alumni, L.D. Miller, died Jan.
11 a t l\turray -Calloway
Hospital.
'
Mmer donated 173 a cres east
of Mum1y to the Murray State
Univers itv Foundation und was
instrumental in t he develop·
meni of the Frances E. .Miller
Memorial Golf Course named
for his late wife.
Murray State Presid ent
Ronald J Kurth said Mille1·
was a remarkable man.
"Ht> was a business man who
used his success to benefit a lot
of people in Murray and
est>ecially Murray State,"
Kurth !'laid.

TeJTapin Station
605 Olive Street

University to celebrate culture

$20FF

By AMY GREWE

ammmg an ordinance that
may be presented to the Murray City Council concerning
a "conditiona1 use permit."
'l'he permit states that only
four blood-related persons
may live in a residence
designated for R-1 or R-2
zoning.

Freshman dies
in car accident
Staff Report

Services were Tuesday
for a Murray State
University freshman who
was killed in a car-train
a ccident in Tennessee last
weekend.
Manti Lea McDaniel,
19, a freshman math
education major, was killed in the accident Saturday in Obion County,
Tenn. According to police
reports, she was traveling
west on Knox Daniel Road
when her automobile pulled into the path of the northbound train.

student from Malaysia, said the
College of Business and Public
Murray State University Affairs is planning an exhibit
President Roilald Kurth said he from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on the seis hoping to make people more cond floor of the Business
aware of the international Building. The display is being
students here and to recognize put together with contributions
their campus contributions by from the various international
designating Friday, Jan. 31, as members of that college.
International Student Day. ·
"We are also urging internaRuth Jackson, international tional students to wear tradistudent adviser, said the day is tional dress to make
not a national obeervance.
themselves more visible on
"It's to secure wider recogni- campus as a statement of pride
tion for the international stu- of who they are and where they
dent while they're here at Mur- are from, but Murray's climate
ray," Jackson said. "It's not a is not necessarily conducive to
part of a national movement. what would be typically worn
It's merely an attempt to in a tropical country;' Jackson
heighten awareneee of the peo- said.
ple who are here in our com·
Jackson said the first Internamunity and on our campus."
tional Student Day at Murray
"What we have tried to do is was held in 1990.
request recognition of these in·
Pradeep Parlecha, a graduate
dividuals acroas campus, and student from India, said he
because we have this semester likes International Student
more than 150 international Day because it gives him a
students and 45 or 'more coun· chance to meet the faculty and
tries represented and the range students on a personal basis.
is so broad that much of what
"You get a chance to see how
happens will happen on the in- many countries are represented
dividual basis,'' she said.
on thiS campus, and I think you
Josephine Chan, president of get more ideas and the class
the International Student becomes more interesting," he
Organizaton and a graduate said.
Staff Writer

RESE RVE OFFICERS' TRAIIIIG COIPS

Any New or

Used CD Thru
Feb. 15
753-8926

Blood Drive
Jan. 29-30
3rd Floor
Curris Center Ballroom
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

Free
T -Shirt and Refresment

lnterveiws for
Student Publications Position
for
Student Govemment Association
Applications due
Feb. 5 at 12 p.m.

..

ON GOOD GRADES.
If you're a qualifled atudent with good
gJWlea. applynowfora~fram

AnnyROTC.
Army ROTC acholarlhip ~ytuition,
mo.t boob and feea, pJua SlOOperdlool
month. They also ~y off with ofOcer
credentials and leadership experience
impreeaive to future employerL

'Jrt).
'>:(. ,j

· ·· Interviews :will be held at 5 p.m .
on Feb. 5 in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center.

i

ARMY ROTC
TIE SMIITEST COJ.I.IGI
C01JISI YOU CU TID.

Contact:

Captain Todd Harrison
762-4123

fJiLp:J-{fzJ_

OMIC1(00.[ PI
would like to congratulate our new officers
for 1991-1992
President· GiDna Curliq
Vice-President Pledge Educator- Beverly Hickey
Adminis1rative Vice-President· Cheryl Herndon
Chapter Relations· MaryLyn Clark
Recording Secretary. Christy Ozford
Co~nding Secretary· Sara Bernhardt
Treasurer· Natalie Bowen
Panhellenic OflWer ·Kathy Blackbum
Panhellenic Voting Delegate· Valerie White
Ruab Chairman· Mallory McClure
Membership Education • AnceJa IJtchfleld
Public Realtions· Marcy Smith
Philanthropic Chairman • Mitzi Jonee
Ritual Chairmen· Canie Ford and Stefani Barnett
Corporation Repreeentative- Traci Hamlin
Panhellcn.ic Non·Vo~ Delepte ·Leah Abel
r:bainnen • J"ill Tucker and Kelly Carr
bolarshlp Chairman· Suaan W"U.Ou
Activitiea ·Holly Bittel
Alumui Relatiou. - Meliua Adama
HiatoriaD ·Amy Cox
Souc Lader- Shay Dodaou
A.liataut Treuurer · Jeuniter Beau

$ o. •• '

IDtremurab • Miaay lQeemau

\.mherg
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Sigma Phi Epsilon
Is Proud To Introduce
-The Newly·Reorga11ized
Kentucky Epsilon Chapter

arb.! •• r

On November 1, 1901, twelve young men at
Richmond College In Richmond, Vlrglna banded
toaether to create a new orJanlzation that offered a
flatemal ez.perlen~ not available at any of the eDi8tlDg
tr-1 t~ona. Bued Oil the three cardlDa1 principles of
VIrtue, OW,ence, and Brotherly Love, their new
tratemlty thrived and spreacl acrou the nation. What
atarted with thoae twelve men baa grown to the largest
flatemlty In the nation with over 20.000
UDdeqeraduatea.
Now. over Dlnety yean later, twenty-five men on the
campu of Murray State Unlvenlty have decided it'a
time to re-create the true flaternlty ezperlence. Fueled
by a new attitude and an Internal reorgantqtion. Sigma
Pbl EpaUOD Ia look!Dg to the future. And, our future
holda a fraternity with the right balance between social,
pb.DaDtbroplc, and acaclemlc puraulta.
Lofty yet attatnaNe goals have been set that wD1 move
Slama Pbl Epallon In to a poaltion where we wD1 set the
pace for Murray State UDlvenlty'a greek system In the
Nlnetiea. OUr National Headquarters has focused great

enerJY on helping u In my project we dealre, wblle
other Kentucky chapten have ..-cl to leiul a haDd.
Some of our goals have alrea4y been met, auch as dcldlnl
our pledge program of the degradation ofh•dnl.
Now. we Deed a 8ftn1P cifaurDwho waat tojaiD a
fraternity where they can make a dlffenmce from: day
one. We are looking for a arc»uP of men who are not
sattsfled with a one-cllmen8lonal fratemlty aperteuce.
We want men who would rather atancl out thaD almply flt
ln.

What does all of thla mean to you? Aa a member of the
MSU communlty, look for 811 Ep to provide aupport aDd
leadership for cam.,. activities. Aa a member of the
Murray area. look to 811 Ep to promote and aupport
chadtable causea.
Finally, as a male aoiDC tbJ:o'&qpl rub, look to 811 Ep
as the only alternative choice to4a1 .•• and the cmly teal
choice tomorrow.
Watch out for the new Sigma Phl Epallon.

The Brothers of Kentucky Epsilon
'

1400 Main Street
(502) 759 - 9002

Jim King

Joe Stucker
TonyRenz
ChazDauley
Jeff Hom
Craig Harmon
Grant Luckett
Brian Streble
Dan Williams
Gary Willis
Eric Anderson Jeff Smith
Dean Brown
Phil Massie
Trent Redmond Robin Brown
Robert Hunt
Danniel Kerruish
Shawn Perkins Dennis Ruez, Jr.
Gary Bloyd
Mike Waldrop
JeffStory ...
Ken laurentius
Chad N11nnery
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the
Ideal diet wen-balanced, includes exercise plan
By AlYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

People go on diets everyday,
but they sometimes go over·
board and do not take care of
themselves by going on fad
diets in order to lose weight.
There are many types of diets
for people to choose from. Judy
Lyle, staff nurse at student
health services, said some types
of diets include self-help types
such as Weight Watchers and
Take OtT Pounds Sensibly.
There are also programs such
as Nutri System that have their
own foods and cost more money,
which can put a strain on a college stude:Qt's tight budget.
Lyle said another expensive
diet alternative is a physician
based diet such as Weightloss
for Life.
"You go in for instructions.
They reteach you how to eat
sensibly," she said.
Lyle said people should ask
themselves several questions
before beginning any diet plan:
it well balanced?
• noes it take otT weight too
quickly?
• wm you Jose more than one
to two pounds a week?
Lyle said some weight loss
Photo by JOHN BERNING
plans, such as high protein Ray Stiff, a junior occupational safety and health major from Mayfield, restocks the weight control
diets, can be harmful to the supplies at the Murray Wai-Mart.
body if they are followed for
She said the ideal diet for order for the diet to be suclong periods of time.
goes on too long and if you are
"Protein is excreted through not supervised," she said.
almost everybody should be cessful," she said.
the kidneys. If you take in exDiets that have an excessive well balanced, not high in fat or
Anyone on a diet should be
cessive amounts, the kidneys restriction of less t.han 1,000 'protein and should not require aware of developing skin prowill get a tremendous amount calories should be avoided a person to skip breakfast. Ex- blems, dull hair and feeling bad
of stress," she said.
because the body tries to bW'n ercise is also required.
since these are symptoms that
"A11>1 diet can be harmful i~}1fficl}}"~le~~.«i\Qff~I~1~ ~i<!.·l!a .G'~!~rci~e s~ould go with it in signal that a diet is not going
- n h ~.-..;:. ....... ,...._ ';'P1"1 r
-:<' "1 ..,.. ,.. ,......_ ..,.,
1
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Dieters must alter habits
By AMY HELM
Assistant campus Life Editor

Although there are no quickfix diet plans that are both
healthy and effective, one diet
plan is guaranteed to work.
Rebecca Noffsinger, a
registered dietician at Murray
Calloway County Hospital, said
there are certain steps a person
should follow when trying to
lose weight.
• Lower caloric intake.
IILearn how to handle stress
without going for food.
IIBecome aware of fat in your
diet.
• Watch alcohol consumption.
"If you lower your caloric intake without physical activity,
you will decrease your muscle,"
Noffsinger said.
One important factor for
students is if weight is going to
be lost, it will have to be done
soon.
"The metabolic rate peaks at
age 24 and then declines. The
younger people lose it is much
easier," she said. "Weight loss
takes determination and is a
learning process."
Noffsinger said if soft drinks
are cut out of your diet, one
pound will be lost per week.
"They are extremely high in
calories. There are 10 teaspoons
of sugar per can, and one teaspoon equals 16 calories," she
said.
However, diet drinks aren't
the answer either, Noffsinger
said.

Desirable Weights for Adults--Men
Height lm111

Ftln.
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
6
6
6
6

6

2
3
4
5
8
7
8
9
10
11
0
1
2
3
4

Women

Medium

Fnme

FB.me

128-134
130·136
132·138
134·140
136-142
138·145
140·148
142·151
144-154
146·157
149-160
152·164
155·168
158-172
162-178

131-141
133·143
135•145
137-148
139·151
142-154
145·157
148-160
151-163
154-166
157·170
160·174
164-178
167-182
171-187

Lilli

Height Small

Fnme

A.
4
4
5

138-150
140.153
142·156
144·160
146-164
149-168
152-172
155-176
158·180
161-184
164-188
188-192
172·197
176-202
181-207

5
5
5
5

5
5
5

5 9

5 11 135·148
6 0 138·151

Fnme Fnme
109·121 118·131
111·123
113·126
115-129
118-132
121-135
124-138
127-141
130-144
133·147
136-150
139·153
142·156
145-159
148-162

Source: METROPOLITAN LIFE

120-134
122-137
125-140
128·143
131·147
134-151
137-155
140.159
143-163
146-167
149·170
152-173
155-176
158-179

Graphic by ORVILLE HERNDON

"There are studies showing
that diet drinks actually increase hunger," she said.
Sally DuFord, assistant pro·
feRsor of home economics at
MSU, sa1d she realizes there is
a weight problem among
students.
"Most students not eating in
the cafeteria subsist on hamburgers, fries and soft drinks. If
they don't get enough calcium,
it will hurt them in later life,"
she said.
Although DuFord can 't
prescribe a diet professionally,
she can help students who want
to lose weight.

" I have a diet form to give
students with general hints and
recommendations," she said.
"If you change your lifestyle,
you'll have a pretty good success rate.''
DuFord said the simplest and
safest diet was taught in
elementa1-y school.
"All you have to do to lose
weight is follow the four food
groups and limit portions," she
said.
Other suggestions include:
• cutting out sweet desserts
and fried foods,
• eatmg skinless chicken,
turkey and fish.

Senior Staff Writer

Murray State University provides facilities
for students who want to exercise. In their
spare time, MSU students may exercise by
walking, running, swimming, aerobic dancing, bicycling, roller skating or jumping rope.
Pam Thomas, owner of Fitness Figures, said
anyone wanting to begin a fitness program
should incorporate aerobic exercise with
strength and conditioning exercises because
aerobic exercise conditions the heart while
conditioning exercise keeps the body tone and
strong.
"One of the main things in conditioning and
strength exercises is that most people try to do
this on their own without any help," she said.
"Most people end up injuring their joints or
bones because they don't know what they're
doing," Thomas said. "They need to get some
advice."
·
According to ''Slim Ideas from Riker," it
takes 26 minutes of running or an hour and 36
minutes of brisk walking to burn up 500
calories.
Thomas said one should exercise aerobically, like running or walking, at a minimum of
three times a week for a minimum of 20
minutes.
''Any aerobic activity which elevates the
heart rate to an aerobic rate will burn fat,"
she said. "If it's not aerobic, then it's not going
to burn fat."
But, Thomas said, one should warm-up
before exercising because cold muscles are the
ones that get injured.
"The safest and best way to warm-up is to
start the exercise at a slower rate," she said.

'Spaced' out

Murray State University English professor
Jean Lorrah doesn't mind if her students think
she acts a little spacey sometimes.
Lorrah is the author of four novels based on
the television series StarTrek including The /die

Video tape rental
Movie lk:kets

Epidemic, The Vulcan Academy Murders, Survivors and Metamorphosis.

R800rds, tapes, COs

125 40
110

S20
Graphic by BRYAN ADAMS

help them evaluate if the diet
they are on is a good one," she
said.
"We can recommend them to '
a nutritionist. We're more than
happy to follow them on weekly
basis to check their weight and
blood pressure," she said.
Sally DuFord, registered
dietician and assistant professor for the department of
home economics, said a good
diet contains a variety of foods
selected from the four food
groups.
DuFord said people's worst
dieting mistake is forgetting it
took them four years to put on
the weight and they want to
take four months to lose it.
"They also forget to exercise.
That's very important," she
said.
DuFord said dieters should
a lso plan to eat different
varieties of fruits, vegetables
and grain products and drink
skim milk instead of whole
milk to help fill them up
without eating empty calories.
Anyone going on a diet should
also use artificial sweeteners.
Dieters should beware of light
products, DuFord said.
"They don't have any fat, but
they use starches and some
types of sugars. Read the
labels," she said.
DuFord said a good way to
find out the amount of calories
from fat is to multiply the
number of grams of fat by nine.
"We . recommend that not
more than 30 percent of calories
lhou.ld come from fat," she said.
"'''""'" t-; ~·• tor •r
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Aerobic exercise burns fat,
helps students lose weight
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By TERESA MAYS
Lilli

Weights are for ages 25-59 based on lowest mortality. Weight
are in pounds according to frame.

Bowling

r

129-142

5 10 132-145

Pro sports

Source: USA TODAY

102·111
103·113
104·115
106·118
108·121
111-124
114-127
117-130
120-133
123-136

5 8 126·139

How gambling compares with annual spending on other recreation
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11
0
1
2
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the way it should; she said.
"Your sense of well-being
should continue or improve if
you lose unnecessary pounds,"
Lyle said.
Anorexia nervosa and
bulimia nervosa, eating
disorders in which someone
either starves himself or
periodically binges and purges,
are also potential problems for
dieters.
Lyle said these are usually
self-esteem problems when people have unrealistic ideas of
what they should look like.
Lyle said dieters who are having problems should seek professional help from a
nutritionist.
Bulimics and anorexics
should seek professional
psychological counseling and
evaluation by health professionals to make sure they have
not done harm to their body.
Lyle said a person could stay
on a diet until he reaches his
goal if realistic goals are set,
adequate nutrition is met and
the person is not harming the
body.
"Talk with a physician to
make sure it is good to start the
diet. You have to be willing to
make changes in your lifestyle
and change your eating
habits," she said.
Lyle said slip-ups in a diet are
normal and dieters should not
feel bad because of it. ·
She said student health can
help people with their diets.
"We have handouts on proper
nutrition. We can sometim!!I

Lorrah actually became a fan of the series
before it even aired by reading a description of
the show in a TV Guide preview.
Story on Page 11

There are numerous ways to lose weight
safely and effectively while exercising and
dieting.
Walking, an aerobic exercise, can condition
the heart and 1ungs if one walks 30-60
minutes at a time, at least three to four times
a week, according to the American Heart
Association.
"Walking is an everyday activity that you
can transform into a regular exercise program
to help develop and maintain fitness," the
association said.
The association said walking can give on.e
more energy. increase resistance to fatigue,
improve one's self-image, relieve tension, tone
muscles and increase stamina.
Before walking, the American Heart
Association said, one should warm-up to
limber the body for exercise.
The warm-up should consist of stretching
and moderate exercise, such as jumping rope
or walking slowly.
The association suggests one choose a time
of day, fmd a place to walk and choose a walking partner.
"Choose shoes with thick, flexible soles that
cushion the sole of the foot and absorb shock
for the rest of the body," the association sai~.
Swimming is also healthy for the heart.
According to AHA, swimming has several
advantages:
•The cushioning effect of water means less
stress on bones, joints and muscles than dry
land sports.
•Resistance of the water is equivalent to exercising with weights which further adds to
balanced muscle strength.

Free classes offered

Music awards to air

Free classes for adult students in
The 19th annual American Music
English grammar and general math will Awards will air on ABC television Jan.
be offered from 6 to 9 p.m. on Mondays 27 at 7 p.m. Rap star Hammer w ill be
for eight weeks in the Adult Learning the host.
Center beginning Jan. 27.
Thirty awards will be presented in
Anyone 16 years old or over not seven categories including pop/rock,
enrolled in a public school may attend. country, souVrhythm and blues, rap,
The classes are helpful to those pre- heavy metal/hard rock, adult contemparing for the GED, the ACT or an porary and dance music.
entrance test for vocational school.
Among those entertainers scheduled
Those Interested in enrolling in the to appear are Paula Abdul, Clint Black,
classes may call 762·6971 or visit the Garth Brooks, Natalie Cole, Color Me
center in Room 206 of Roy Stewart Badd, O.J. Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh
Stadium from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Prince, Wynonna Judd, Spinal Tap,
Monday through Friday.
Travis Tritt and Trisha Yearwood.
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VITA offers income tax help

Sinbad to appear

By LORI SHAlN

The comedian Sinbad, who has appeared on the television '
series, A Different World, and in the movie, Neceuary
Roughness, is coming to Murray State Univeretty.
;:r
Sinbad will perform in Racer Arena Peb. 10. Ticket prices
are $6 for students with a valid I.D. and •10 for the general
public. Tickets are available in the St udent Activies office in •
the Curris Center, at Sunset Boulevard and at Disk Jockey. ~<

Staff Writer

Yes, it is that time of year
again. We all knew it was coming, yet many of us will find
ourselves putting off that
dreaded deed once more. We
will be filling out our income
tax returns two hours before
deadline in the tradition of a
true college student. Fortunately help is on the way.
Beginning Friday, Feb. 14,
t he Murray State University
accounting department will of.
fer a Voluntary Income Tax
Assistance program for
students, senior citizens and
low income tax payers free of
charge. Phil Tibbs, VITA coordinator, said assistance will be
offered every Friday thereafter
until April 10, from noon until
4 p.m. in Room 302 of the
Business Buildng, excluding
the Friday of Spring Break.
"Assistance will be provided
by senior accounting majors
Photo by TRENT REDMOND
who have completed a course in
federal income tax and will be Chaz Pauley, a sophomore business administration major from Rueaellvllle, receives advice
under the supervision of ac- about his Income taxes from H & R Block employee Janette Powell.
counting faculty members," he
Now, Tibbs said, students
Mike Keller, a certified public with parents who may be claimsaid. "They won't be on their
accountant
in
Murray,
said
pering
them
as
deductions,"
he
who
receive scholarsh ips,
own down there."
fellowships, grants, or anything
Tibbs said while VITA will sonal deductions may include said.
that doesn't have to be repaid is
provide federal and state return medical or hospital insurance,
While the Internal Revenue partially taxable.
forms for most states, there are personal property or auto taxes,
"The amount used for tuition,
a few items students and other home mortgages, charitable Service offers some breaks for
still claiming students books, and other course fees is
persons seeking assistance contributions, and any other in- parents
as exemptions, students will not taxable," he said "For any
must br ing with them in- vestment related items.
not be allowed to take their own amount more th an that, money
"When
thinking
in
terms
of
cluding statements of wages or
W2s, interest statements, and what records to keep, it is good personal exemptions on t he used for room or lodging is
t axable.
anything else used as a per- to be aware of the types of items forms anymore, Tibbs said.
that are deductable," Keller
"We know the cost of tuition,
sonal deduction.
"Another item students need
" If possible, it is h elpful to br- said. "The instructions on the to be aware of is the taxation of so when students come in with
ing last year's returns as well," IRS tax forms will outline those scholarships and grants," he these types of scholarships they
he said. "People don't always items.
said. "Up until two or three need to be able to tell us what
"For students, however, it is years ago no scholarship was was spent on books and supkeep them but they are very
very important to coordinate taxable."
plies," he said.
helpful."

MSU fraternity reconstructed
By MICHELE CARLTON
Assistant News Editor

The Murray State chapter of
Kappa Alpha Order underwent
a membership review by its national office beginning Sunday.
David Carrico, director of
education programming with

the KA national office in Lexington, Va., said the membership review is designed to
eliminate dead weight within
the chapter.
"We're here to eliminate the
negative influence by about
one-fourth of the chapter. Some

of the members have been resistant to change and go against
any new ideas," he said.
Carrico interviewed K.A actives and pledges to review
their individual academic performances, attendance and participation at fraternity fune-

~

McClanahan to read excerpts

Ed McClanahan, Kentucky novelist and e~~&yist, will read 1
from his works Tuesday at 7 p.m. in Room 423 of the Clara M. f
Eagle Gallery. McClanahan has received national recogni- .
t ion for his books The Natural Man and Famoru Peopk I "
Have Known.
'~

Sock 'n' Buskin to hold open house
Sock 'n' Buskin, a support group for the aria at MSU, will
hold an open house Wednesday at 7 p.m. on the ground floor
of th e old Price Doyle Fine Arts Building. Refreshment. and
entertainment will be provided.

0

~
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African art lecture planned

)(

Dr. Robert Boyd, curator ot collections at Berea College,
will present a lecture titled "African Art and Ita Linb with
the Cultures that Produced It," as part of the "Focus on
Africa" series. The lecture wiU begin at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery.
'

{
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Various exhibits on display

,f
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1
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Among the new exhibits at Wrather Weat Kentucky ·~
Museum include a gun exhibit, ranging from the Kentucky •C
long rifle to modern day guns; an art exhibit featuring dif. 'J
1
ferent paintings by MSU student& and profeseors; a printing
press from th e Murray Ledger & Times; a printing press .
formerly owned by th e late Joe Rigsby, donated by his wife; '
antique clocks, pocket watches and a whiskey still.
~
1

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

.

• Movie. 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m. Wedne8day, Jan. 29, Currie Center
Theater.
• Dance. 8 p.m. to midnight, Friday, Jan. 24, Currla Center. Spon·
sored by Housing Programming Council.
• Blood Drive. All day, Wedneedey and Thuray, Jan. 530, Curris
Center Ballroom. Sponsored by Alpha Sigma Alpha.

I
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by national office

tiona and finances to determine
their status in the chapter.
"We determine who is mvited
back to participate in the
chapter as actives and as alumni," he said. "This is a proac·
tive effort to insure that we will

keep a chapter here at Murray
State."
Jeff Campbell, KA President,
said &he review baa helpe;d the
ch a pter t o tiul ld up the
program.
"This evaluation gave us a
boost in our enthusiasm. We

J

are identifying our strengt~
and weakne81e8 and gettiqg
back in toueh ~th the prn.
IJ"88Il," he aid.
. '1"

Ja

Campbell aaid the KAs hav*
benefltted from the member;
ship review.
'
w

!lv[S qj 'IJays
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at
%e Showcase

3 ON 3 TOURNAMENT
February 8 & 9
MSU Carr Health buDding
North & South Gyms

121 'Bypass

Starts 9 A.M. Each Day

Monday Jan. 27
and 'Tuesday Jan. 28
Cfwose from Selected Sty{es
at $59.95 and $99.95
Sizes 3 -20
Just in time for a{{ tfwse
Specia{ Spring Occasions
'I'u~edo ~nta{ 5!Lvai{a6{e
Open 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

!M/C and o/isa

!Monday-Saturiay

We[c.ome

.!Jllteration.s e~tra
Sorry, 9{p L ay-.!Jlways

FINALS at MSU Racer Half-times

PRIZEs
EACH DIVISION TEAM
1st Place P.ri2Jes: Reebok high-top 1ftlnfs sboes
1 pair each team member.
2nd Place Pllzes: Hawatiao. Tropk: T.ShirtB from
HI' Marketing 1 each team mrmher.
3rd Place Prizes: Large Pagllai's Pizza Per Team
Every Participant ftlCdves a grab bag with a Reebok T.shirt

a Coupons from area I:JusJnc:88CS
DIVISIONS
5th & 6th Grade Boys
7th & 8th Grade Boys
Greek College Men
Non-Greek College Men
Adult Men

•• All 5th & 8th grade gamaa will be acheduled around little leage gamn.
Give game t ltnes for players In this category on application.
Pre-Registration Fee: $30 Per Team
Lata Registration Fee: $40 Per Team
Deadline for Pre-Reglatratlon Ia January 31, 1992. For More Information
PleaM Call 759·YMCA. Coma Join The Fun On The M8U Balketball Courta.
Pick uo forma for

J.ourn~.ment

at MSU Intramural Office•

Double E!imlnatlon Tournament

\
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orrah prospers with Trek

7~~ ~ ",',~~ioq~

Suppllts

ssistant Campus Life Editor

Like the dog Hooch in the
Turner and Hooch, Dr.
1ean Lorrah has to live by some
fules. First, she can't write a
novel in which Uhura sings to
save the world; she can 't write
a novel in which the crew of the
Next Generation meets the
Cr-ew of Classic Trek and she
~an't kill any of the major
haracters.
·
Lorrah, a Murray State
University English professor
or 24 years, is the author of
our Star Trek novels: The Idic
pidemic, The Vulcan
cademy Murders, Survivors
nd Metamorphosis. She
ecame a Trekkie on Sept. 8,
966, when the frrst Star Trek
pisode aired.
"Actually, I tell people I
ecame a fan two weeks before
c~use the preview issue of TV
puide used to come out two
weeks before the season
started," she said.
Lorrah said she read the
i::lescription and thought that it
Photo by CHERI STUART
~ounded good, although it pro·
ably wouldn't be because
here had never been a really Jean Lorrah, English professor, displays her four Star Trek novels. An average Trek novel Is
ood science fiction film at that somewhere between 85,000-90,000 words In length and the giant novels are around
oint. But she watched it, and . 120,00G-130,000 words.
lifter one episode, she was
She said it used to be a lot
with more fannish-type novels the English language and fanhooked.
ea~:~ier
to balance her teaching
tasy,
myth
and
legend.
This
J When the Star Trek novels that had themes in which fans
her
writing.
with
a
five
summer,
she
will
teach
fame out in the 70s, Lorrah was were more interested instead of
''With all the paperwork I
Lon·
week
class
called
literary
just
straight
action
and
fnterested in writing one. But
don in London. When in class, have to do for my classes, it is
she was told that no manuscript adventure.
she
uses her writing experience harder for me to do any writing
Lorrah submitted her pro·
would be looked at unless the
other than in the summers.
to
emphasize
points.
author had already been posal for The Vulcan Academy
and
Pocket
Books
Murders,
"One of the nice things about Usually I can do a Trek novel in
published.
grabbed
it.
Lorrah
said
even
Trek
is that at least everyone about three months," she said.
"When Bantam was doing the
the
book
is
8
years
old,
With the debut of Star Trek
though
has
heard
of it. You just do not
1rst novels in the early 70s, I
it is still selling.
do this <Vulcan salute) in class VI, Lorrah said the movie
~ad not had any fiction publish·
Although Lorrah writes the and have the whole class look makers redeemed themselves
~d. I was publishing scholarly
books
herself, she is in a sense at you blankly," she said. after the poor performance of
t:trticles and nonfiction," she
collaborating
with Gene Rod- "There may be three foreign the fifth movie.
said. "There was no use trying
"This is a real Trek movie,
because Bantam wouldn't even denberry, the creator of Star students who look at you blank·
worthy
of the name. Some peo·
ly, but even they ·usually have
look at the manuscript if you Trek.
pie
are
saying
that it is the best
"I
am
working
in
his
Star
Trek
on
their
own
seen
didn't have the credentials,"
one yet, but I think Star Trek
universe, and he created those televisions."
she said.
If,
During tlie next few years, characters and you can't
Star Trek is extremely 11-The Wrath of Khan is
change
them.
You
have
to
go
popular with a solid core of definitely the best ever," she
Lorrah spent her time writing
along
with
the
way
they
are,"
other science fiction novels and
10,000 fans, Lorrah said. There said. ''Oddly enough, the good
she
said.
"You
can
create
your
are
millions who watch the thing about it is going to turn
got them • published. Even
out to be a bad thing because I
tthough she met the re· own minor characters as guest movies and the series.
think every science fiction
qlliremente ••for Bantam, she stars.
"The ratings for The Next movie set in outer space that we
·
'Lorrah
said
that
she
gets
hun·
still didn't think aboutfwriting
Generation, which is in its fifth
a Star Trek novel because she dreds . of fan letters. and she season{ are higher than ever. see for the next 10 years is godidn't like the ones she had answers all that come with a They have taken a quantam ing to have floating blood
self-addressed stamped leap and the show ranks third gobules.''
read.
When not writing, Lorrah en·
"The early ones were mostly envelope.
under the two gameshows,
"You have a lot of readers Wheel of Fortune and Jeopar- joys travelling abroad and spen·
written by science fiction
ding time with her cat and dog
who really didn't care who write letters asking about dy," she said.
who love each other in cold
Star Trek, who didn't what happens next in a specific
Lorrah said the reason Star weather.
• ,.,r-t:.,... larly like Star Trek and direction and when you are doAs for her future plans, Star
ing a series like the Savage Em· Trek is so popular is because it
just write an adventure
speaks
across
the
generations.
Trek
fans will be delighted to
call their main characters pire series, you can say, oh, I've
know
that a proposal for
got to do a story addressing that
rk, Spock and McCoy
"You can see Star Trek at age
another
book has been
thout really being devoted to question because all the fans 12 and get one thing out of it.
are asking it. Sometimes that When you see that same submitted.
series and knowing the
"Right now, I don't know if
cter1zs:a.um " she said. "I
also tells you what minor episode at age 20, you will get
character in one book will something else out of it. As you the proposal will be accepted or
the publishers wanted
become the major character in grow older, you find it has dif· not. If it is accepted, I will write
kind of thing, and I didn't
the next book," she said.
to write that."
ferent things to say to you," she the book," she said. "If it is reIn addition to writing the said. "Parents and children can jected, I will spend another
In the early 80s, the franchise
Star Trek novels, Lorrah watch it together and the weekend putting together a dif·
from Bantam to
teaches English composition, message of hope for the future ferent proposal. Eventually
:i Vtv•llrAt Books. This gave Lorrah
humanities, medieval has remained consistent for 25 they will accept one and I will
opening she needed because
write it."
:........ ,.~rft+ began experimenting
literature, Chaucer, history of years."

.r· . ....

~ovie

'"Bul1es:.•!1hT~•"
~

MOOdar-~·~

2;30 p.rn.-7.:00 p.m.

''{' ·:' '·' . . .,. , •Filcl:ly •' ·;, .:: Saturday~
~p.m.· 600 p m.

.

,.

1();()0 a.m.· 5:00p.m

Call or Stop By and Ask About Our
Tanning Specials

t

at

Golden Image
TANNING SALON
1104 Story 753-7455
Across from Save-A-Lot Grocery

•

Keep up the good work

I

!JL{ison, 9{p,ncy, :Me{issa

i

We're behind you all the way!

Love,
7-'our sisters in
.
!JL{pfta Sigma .9l{pfia

FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
1600 Main - Next to ATO House
753-9419

Ladies Dress & casual
Na111e Brand Shoes
1st Pair Regular Price

95
95

'

Second Pair Half
Price!

BIBLE
FORUM
7 p.m. - 9 p.m.

Curris Center
Barkley Room
Murray State University
Bible Answers to
Bible Questions
A panel of gospel preachers will answer
Bible questions submittea by the audience.
You are invited to come and participate in
this period of Bible study. For further
information call: 753-4935

WOLFF

SYSTEM

10 Visits only $19.95
753ftWOLF

offer good throu&Jl Ju. 31. 1992

Olympic Plaza
WOLFF SYSTEM HOURS:

2 SCA Wolff System
Series HI Beds

Monday-Thursday

3 Stand Up Booths

2 Wnff 28 Bulb Wrap Arould Beds
2 Sundash Beds

Friday

8 a.m.-8 p.m.

Saturday

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sunday

7 Stnana Wolf System Beds

W'£LCOM£ BACK MSV
(STUDENT DISCOUNTS)

8 a.m.-1 0 p.m

1 p.m.-5 p.m.

•

•

..f
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Students enjoy play
By ALYSSA HARVEY
Arts and Entertainment Editor

Photo by TRENT REDMOND

GIVE HIM A HAND
This untitled pastel conte Is one of the featured works by Jonathan Jordan In the Currta
Center Gallery.

People who are interested in
viewing an h istorical play with
contemporary language may
enjoy the Playhouse in the Park
production of "The Lion in
Winter."
"Anyone who has ever lived
in a family will be able to follow
the twists and turns of this
power struggle," said Erica
Paley Stevens, executive director of the Playhouse.
Vi n ce M e dl ock, administrative assistant at the
Playhouse, said the play examines what might have happened during the reign of
Henry IT, King of England, if
Henry, his three sons and his
estranged wife Elenor had come
together at Christmas.
"The plotting scheming and
fighting are as fun and as exciting as the occassional glimpses of affection and family
bonds," he said.
Medlock said one unusual
aspect of the play is the set
design. Jerry Abbitt, who was a
guest artist here in 1990, faxed
the design to the Playhouse.
The play also has a guest performer, Don Maley, a professor
at Paducah Community College
who works with the Market
House Theater.
There are also several Mur:
ray State University students
acting in t he play.
Lisa Farris, a senior speech
communications major from
Dallas, Texas. said she heard
about the auditions during her
classes and went to audition

'Bugsy,' 'JFK' top season movie list
How did they do it? How did
the film industry make such a
strong comeback over the
holidays after the rest of the
year was so sluggi$?
Simple. They came up wi~
movie s that had better
characters, stories and visual
magic than at any other time
this year. Below are some
prime and not-so-prime examples of these trends.
• The Addams Family
storyline about whether or not'
Uncle Fester (Christopher
Lloyd) was the real ·McCoy was
tissue thin at best.
But Raul Julia and Anjelica
Huston do out-sex and outcomedy lheir TV counterparts
as Gomez and Morticia.
Christina Ricci steals the entire
picture as daugh~r Wedneaday. The great special effects
contribute to the fun, but thet
will need more than this for any
sequels.
• Disney's latest effort, Beauty
and the Beast, is certainly not
just a kid's movie. In fact, the
romance between the Beast and
Belle might have earned a PG
rating without the Disney
name to back it up.
The movie, which was several
years in the making, never
dragl; or makes you wonder
what time it is. One of the best

SABRINA EDELEN'S

REVIEWS
scenes in the film is a musical
number that the various dishes,
pots, pans, silverware and
household appliances in the
Beast's palace perform for
Belle's first dinner.
Don't let the thought of cartoons or musical numbers keep
you away from this future
classic.
"
• One of the best movies to
come out recently has been
Bugsy starring Warren Beatty
and Annette Benning.
The movie basically
chronicles the story of mobster
Bugay Siegal, who was one of
the first to open a lavish gambling casino in Las Vegas.
The action in this mobster
movie doesn't revolve around
shoot-outs or smokey back
rooms like the Godfather
movies did. Bugsy not only
fascinates the audience with
the on- and off-screen romance
between Benning and Beatty.
but it also is sprinkled with
some truly humorous scenes.
• Father of the Bride starring
Steve Martin and newcomer
Kimberly Williams is a wonderful comedy about the trials and
tribulations of planning a wedding. Martin's on-screen

daughter, Williams, is the
highlight of the not quite
slapstick humor that dominates
throughout this movie.
Not all of the movie is strictly
comedy though, with some truly touching moments between
father and daughter. A scene
involving the two playing a
late·night game of one-on-one
basketball brought more tears
from the audience than the actual wedding did. This movie is
certainly worth catching,
especially if you like your comedy sprinkled with a few tears.
• After trying to get real with
his last few directorial efforts,
Steven Spielberg returns to fantasy in his movie, Hook, a
pseudo-sequel to Peter Pan.
Robin Williams continues to
show his acting maturity by
playing both an uptight and a
high flying Pan. Julia Roberts
charms as Tinkerbell while
Dustin Hoffman does an okay
job in the title role. The majestic Neverland alone makes
you want to fly.
• Argue the pros and cons of
the Warren Commission and
the J im Garrison investigation
all you want, Oliver Stone still
made a wonderful. if long,
movie out of JFK. Kevin
Costner once again gets
moviegoers through a three

hour plus film as Garrison. The
arguments that the govern·
ment conspired to kill John F.
Kennedy bear looking into,
whether by the average citizen
or the top men in government.
• Bruce Willis' The Last Boy
Scout looks glummier than ever
(perhaps he just saw Hudson
Hawk?) as a private eye investigating corruption in pro
football in this too-routine action pic.
The profanity and violence
are too much for even the most
die hard action fans (no pun intended) and if Damon Wayans
does more films such as this, he
might want to rethink leaving
In Living Color after this'
season.
• If these really are the final
voyages of the original Starship
Enterprise crew, then they are
going out with a bang in Star
Trek VI, The Undiscovered
Country.
The well·traveled crew goes
through the motions, and the
special effects are so·so. The
Cold War thawing parable involving the Klingons is a notch
above the usual sci-fi tales.
Throw in a classic whodunnit
and you have two grand hours
of entertainment.

EIPOP

both nights.
Farris, who will play Princess
Alais, said she tried out for the
part because it was in her age
range.
''I audition for just about
everything because it is fun to
watch the whole thing happening. I just like to go to auditions. It's part of the learning
experience of theater," she
said.
Farris said one of the things
she likes most about t he production is the cast.
"The cast is fun. I know most
of them already. You learn a lot
about people as well as the
characters t hey play. We have
plenty of time to get ready for
the s how," she said.
Farris said she also wanted to
work with director Robert
Valentine because be is a good
director and because she had
had him for a class.
Farris said theater benefits
her because it ties her major
and theater minor together.
"You lear n a lot about'
yourself and other peop le
because you are observing
everywhere. For my major, it is
good to know nonverbal cues
people send," Farris said.
She said combining her
classes with practicing for the
play has not caused any
problems.
"Directors know you're in
school and school is more important,'' she said.
Farris said people who are interested in theater should take
a couple of classes, audition for
parts andjoin Sock and Buskin,

an organization for people in terested in theater.
"If you don't get a part it does,8
not mean anything. Your hair
might just be the wrong color. e
You're not expected to be a
superstar,'' she said.
John Fritts, a senior jour- ·~
nalism major from Morgan- r
field, will play Philip, king orA
France. He said he read for the''J
part and liked it.
., 8
"I k new the play. I heard good
things about Playhouse in the ~
Park," he said.
;
Fritts said he also wanted to "'
work with Valentine.
'IJ
"He is a very good director. 'J
He knows how to talk to actors rp
and build a scene up," he said:w
Fritts said the best thing •:>
about the production was the1 1 ,
process of putting it together.
"We are working together
toward a common goal " he
said.
'
"It's a wicked comedy with a.
lot of backstabbing and a~
dysfunctional family. It's like1
Dynasty would have been. It's
all about power and relation].
J
ships," Fritts said.
He said he got involved in
theater on a whim.
l
"I had nothing to do last •
semester. I saw a poster of auditions the same night as the 1
auditions. I checked out a copy
of the play and went to the
auditions," Fritts said.
f
. He said combining play prac- .
ttce with classes has been easy·'
and he still has time for friends,
homework and social life.
Fritts said being involved ~
with theater benefits him.
l

l

Campus Lights to highlight ' f
American musical theater I
By STEPHANIE LUSH
Staff Writer

Campus Lights, the
musical production run by
students, celebrates its 55th
year with the presentation of
"An Evening of American
Musical Theater."
Campus Lights is a production directed, cast and
presented by Murray State
University students. There
are 48 combined cast and
band members plus a
number of backstage crew
members.
Dallas Street, a senior
music education major from
Golconda, Ill ., is the director
of this year's show. Street
said Campus Lights is made
up of all different types of
students.
"The cast and band are not
just music majors," he said.
"Several of the major singing roles are performed by
non-music majors."
This year's format is different from last year's production. The show is a combination of three, one act
plays that consist mostly of
musical comedy with some

dialogue to link the scenes
together.
"The theme this year has
something for everyone,"
Street said. "It has a lot of
humanistic qualities tha t
the audience can relate to."
Cast and crew had one
rehearsal before Christmas
break and returned to cam- +
pus a week early to practice
for the show.
Susan Taylor a music
education major from
Louisville is the choir director and cast member in the '
show. She said the cast worked hard to memorize their
music before they returned
from break which put them
ahead of schedule.
Rehearsals have been •
wonderful," she said. ''We
have a lot of good, hard
workers in this year's cast."
Productions of Campus
Lights are Jan. 30, 31 and
Feb. 1, at 8 p.m. and Feb. 2,
at 2 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Tickets are $5
for adults, $3 for students ' ·
and senior citizens, and free
for children three and under.

SPOTLIGHT
Orchestra and Choir to Perform

' l

•t

The Louisville Orchestra and the Greater Louisville Voices ' 1
will combine their talents in collaboration with the cast of
the National Black Touring Circuit in a special performance :'
of "I Have a Dream," a tribute to Martin Luther King, Jr.
The play, a Ke~t~cky Center Presents Special Event and a i '
part of The LowsVllle Orchestra's Classical Roots Series, will
be p~sent~d at t~e !dacaule~ Theater Saturday at 7:30 p.m. 1
punng mtermtsston, Loutsville mayor Jerry Abramson
wtll present the City of Louisville's Freedom Award which is .,.
~ven to ~ individual whose contribution to the co~unity -:
1s reflecttve of the works of King.
For ticket information, contact the Kentucky Center box
Office at 547.7777 or' outside the Louisville area at E'
1-800-283-7777.

t;

CHRIS THOMPSON'S

WORLD GONE MAD

l

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

A~.Exhlblt.

11

~

•
"African Art and its Links with the Cultures that ProducedIt, . 7 p.m., Friday, Jan. 24, Clara M. Eagle Gallery. Part of "Focus -.
on Afnca Series''.
J
• ~oncert. Darling Downs Trio, 8 p.m., Tuesday, Jan. 28, Farrell ·t
Rec1ta1 Hall:, No admission. Sponsored by the Department of Music.
• Lecture. Africa as Reflected In the U.S. Media, 5:30p.m. Wednes- J
day! Jan. 29, location to be announced. Part of "Focus on Africa )
Senes".
• Film. Clwcolat, 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 30, Curris Center "'

Theater. Part of "Focus on Africa Series".

A glimpse into the entertainment world

•
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SPORTS
Revised legislation changes requirements
By ERIC WALKER
Sports Editor

',l.'imes are getting worse for
college athletes, thanks in part
to the new academic ruling set
by the National Collegiate
A~hletic Association Conventi<:in in Anaheim, Calif., on Jan.
8.
The revised legislation, which
was established by the NCAA
Presidents Commission and
which replaced the highly controversial Proposition 48, will
tighten freshman eligibility requirements and how athletes
mhst perform academically in
coJ!ege.
'~I have mixed feelings about
(the ruling)," said Mike
I

Strickland, Murray State
University athletic director. "I
understand what the intent isto improve academics fot·
students coming out of high
school and into college."
"With Proposition 48, a11 of
that was good, and records have
shown an improvement with
students. What concerns me is
with continuing to raise standards, we don't have enough
data to show that it has worked," he said.
The new ruling will take effect on Aug. 1, 1995.
Contained in the legislation,
a student/athlete would need a
grade point average of2.5 and a
score of 700 on the Scholastic

Aptitude Test or a score of 17 on
the American College Test.
Plus, a proposal to increase the
number of college preparatory
courses taken in high school
from 11 to 13 was passed 312·6.
According to the old rule
(Proposition 48), a freshman
was required to have at least a
2.0 GPA or a C average in the
11 high school "core" courses,
as well as a minimum SAT
score of 700 or 18 ACT.
Murray State president
Ronald J . Kurth said the issue
of tightening standards boils
down to academic performance
and minority opportunities.
"Those who are for that issue
are trying to erase the stigma

that athletes' performances in
the classroom is less than
others," Kurth said. "As a matter of fact. we monitor athletes
more than any other students.''
The process of making more
s t ri n g e n t a c ad em i c r e quirements for student/athletes
has met with mixed reactions
from coaches and educators.
Both sides agree players should
receive a quality education,
however some coaches feel the
strictness of the ruling would
discriminate against black
athletes who may have been
denied adequate preparation
for college.
"I don't think that it's int.entional, but if you look at who

gets affected, it's the
minorities," Stt·ickland said.
"The impact is serious enough
for those affected to be concerned and I think you'll start seeing a subtle 'whitening' of college athletics.
"I'm concerned about closing
doors to opportunity and I hope
we're not going too far, too
fast ," he said.
Exactly how this will affect
Mw·ray State, along with the
entire Ohio Valley Conference,
is an item of great concern.
" If you are the SEC or the Big
Ten, you can recruit anyone
you want," Strickland said.
Please see NCAA
- - - - - - - ---P-a-ge-14

Racers prepare for
contest with EKU
By MIKE PADUANO
Reporter

It's here! The Ohio Valley
Conference's 1992 version of
its game of the century.
The first place Murray State
Racers take on the second
place Eastern Kentucky Colonels at 7:30 p.m. at Racer
Arena.
"It's as big as they get," said
Racer assistant coach David
Henley. "We can control our
own destiny."
r MSU (6-10, 4-1 OVC) grabb,~ the conference top-spot
fith a 71-62 victory on the
toad against Tennessee State
Monday night, while Eastern
~entucky (3-1 OVC) was losJng at Southeast Missouri
f'tate 76-74 after blowing a 20
}>oint lead in the second-half.
: The Colonels were tabbed as
the preseason favorites in the
pvc along with Middle Tenl:tessee State University. The
Racers were picked third, but
after some pre-conference
' ruggles, MSU appears to be
've and well for its fifth
traight OVC title while
astern has lost tht·ee in a
ow.
Despite their recent losses,
Eastern still posseses one of
the OVC's more talented
teams.
"They're (EKU) are very
solid," said assistant coach
Tommy Wade. "They are not
going to beat themselves."
Eastern is led by 6-footseven-inch sophomore forward
John Allen and 6-foot-ten-inch
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back and defeated Mississippi
Valley
State University 74-49
eporter
After a hectic Christmas on Dec. 7.
The Racers left Arkansas and
reak the Lady Racers are
ready to get into the full swing returned to Racer Arena to
of Ohio Valley Conference play. defeat East Texas State Univer-The Lady Racers are current- sity 96-60 on Dec. 11.
The Lady Racers then travelly 9-8 overall and 5-2 in the conference, with a 4-2 record since ed to Memphis to participate in
turning from break. The the Kitchens UnlimitedUnion
cers' biggest test yet will Planters Bank Classic Dec. 13
me on Saturday against and 14. The Lady Racers
astern Kentucky University defeated Memphis State
University with a score of
ere at Racer Arena.
The Racers started their 75-72. In their second game the
hristmas break by playing in Lady Racers lost to Arkansas
e Pizza Inn Classic in Arkan- State University with a score of
as. The Lady Racers lost their 70-54.
The Lady Racers returned to
· rst game on Dec. 6 to
ississipp~ State University MSU on Dec. 17 for another
2-71. The Racers then came match-up against Arkansas

Frank Allen became the 23rd Racer
asketball player to score 1,ooo career
oints during the game with Virginia
mmonwealth. That, along with strong
erformances in Murray's two-game
ennessee road trip, has earned him
acer of the Week honors.
Allen scored 33 points during the
uccessful trip and was 3-4 from 3·
int range against Tennessee Tech.
The junior guard from Memphis,
enn., holds the freshman scoring
cord for a single game, 35 points, and
I ads Murray's Career Free-Throw Per~
·ntags,tist shooting 85.5 percent.

Editor

New standards
may hurt futures
of young athletes
A few weeks ago university
educators and coaches met in
sunny California to discuss and
vote on a proposal which
ultimately will trickle down
and touch every athletic program from Notre Dame to Murray State.
The new NCAA Presidents
Commission proposal dealt
with strengthening academic
stan dard s for incoming
freshmen. The main idea is to
have college athletes who are
better prepared for life after the
final buzzer has sounded.
While the idea is an admirable one, the greatest
amount of controversy which
has led to a great deal of debate
is that such strict guidelines
may hamper a young talent's
chances of a college education
and playing time, just because
he or she may not have received
a proper education in high
school.
To paraphrase MSU athletic
director, Mike Strickland, we
could be closing the doors of
opportunity.

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

Players and fans watch as Racer Darren Hill snags a rebound In a road trip game against
Austin Peay State University. Despite tough play by both teams, the Govs defeated MSU ,
86-85.

State. Again the Lady Racers
were not able to pull off the victory as they fell to Arkansas
State 80-50.
On Dec. 28 the Lady Racers
traveled to Columbia, Mo. to
play the University of Missouri.
The Racers put up a good fight
but were unable to hold off the
Lady Tigers 83-64.
The beginning of January
also brought the beginning of
OVC play as the Lady Racers
opened up at home on Jan. 4
against Middle Tennessee State
University. The Racers walked
off the court as victors with a
72-69 win.
The Lady Racers then went
on the road against the University of Tennessee·Martin and

o
• •
•

Austin Peay State University.
Both games allowed the Racers
to increase their win record as
they defeated UTM 84-73 on
Jan. 6 and ~s they defeated
Austin Peay 81-66 on Jan. 11.
The Racers then came back
home for Southeast MisRouri
State on Jan. 13, but. they were
unable to keep up the good fortune. SEMO defeated the Lady
Racers 74-73.
Lady Racers' head coach Kelly Breazeale said, "To play
games over break helps the
kids to focus on just basketball.
I think this break helped
because we really needed to get
focused. It was a good challenge
for us to play these games and
to play them hard."

RACER REPORT
Faithful Racer Fans

Aithough the Racer Basketball teams are
having an up and down season, Racer fans
steadily attend games In Racer Arena, despite
holiday breaks.
Tim Tucker, assistant sports information
director, said the Racer men are averaging
about 4,400 fans per game, while the Lady
Racers attract about 450 tans.
The Racers have had one sellout crowd this
season vs. arch-rival SIU-Carbondale.
Story on Page 14

Frank Allen

Graphic by BECKY NAUGHTON

Sports

Granted the odds of playing
professional ball, i.e. basketball, football, baseball, etc., are
rather slim, there is still that
chance. The chance to take
part in college athletics, the
chance to make it to the "big
time,'' and the chance at an
education.

Lady Racers ready to embark in OVC action
HEATHEA CROZE

·;..w

ERIC
WALKER

senior center Mike Smith.·
Allen was OVC player of the
week two weeks ago and is
averaging 14.6 points a contest, and Smith entered the
week averaging 10.4 points
and 8.6 rebounds.
The Racers will counter with
Popeye Jones and Frank
Allen. Jones is leading the na·
tion in rebounding with 14.4
boards per contest. Jones is second in the OVC in scoring
with 20.7 points per game.
Allen's scoring average has
swelled to 13 points per game
after a slow start. Allen's scoring average is more than 16
points when facing OVC
opponents.
Wade said the biggest advantage for MSU will be the
home crowd.
''Everyone around the
league hates coming to Murray," he said. "Our student
section is the best."
Despite the Racers being the
only team in the league to win
two road games in the conference, the home games this
week ar~ particularly important because after taking on
EKU and hosting Morehead
State, the Racers play their
next three conference games
on the road at Middle Tennessee, Morehead State and
Eastern Kentucky.
Monday night's tilt with
Morehead State will matchup
the nation's leading scorer
Please see RACERS

Before Janu.,Y 8 1992 to
become a freshman at
Ml,l.rrar, State Ul'llverslty a
.,
persi:m was required to have ·t
a 2.0, or C average, In 11
high ac:hool college
v
preparatory d~ and make
the minimum score on the
ACT Or SAT college entranc,.,.
examinations. -1 ' ,_,,. · ·, : .: t
.,. According to the
rule, ::
the number of college
preparatory classes Ina-eases .
from 11 to 13, and the
,
minimum grade potnt averag~ .-.
raises from 2.0 to 2.5. ·
·,·'

L...-----------------'

On Jan. 18 and 20 the Lady
Racers traveled to take on Tennessee Tech University and
Tennessee State University.
The Racers lost to Tennessee
Tech 80·68.
Monday night the Racers
favored a little better against
Tennessee State by pulling out
a victory 84-72.
"Against State we had five
players in double figures. Our
defense was real consistent,"
Breazeale said. "We are currently holding other teams to
40 percent and under while our
shooting is up to 43 percent on
the floor. Our inside game is
just doing super and the win
against Tennessee State was a
step in the right direction."

Runners Honored

Three Racer athletes have received
All-Conference honors for their performance during the 1991 cross country season. Heather Huhn, Chris Bamgar and Carl Dillard were each named
AII-OVC.
Huhn, a senior from Eaton Rapids,
Mich ., won the 1991 Austin Peay lnvitational in 17:17.3.
Dillard, a sophomore from
Hopkinsville, placed fifth in 27:14 at the
OVC Championships.
Barrigar, a junior from Jacksonville,
Fla., won the men's Austin Peay title in
26:25.7.

Suprise! Not a ll college
athletes have their eyes set on
professional sports. Although
the fame and fortune may be
tempting (Lord knows it would
be tempting to me), many want
to profit from work done off the
playing field, not on it.
The opportunity of an athletic
scholarship is just one such way
that a youngster can get a shot
at an education and bettering
himself. Is there really any dif.
ference between a student who
has an aptitude for science getting a scholarship and a student who has an aptitude for
running the football into the
Please see STANDARDS
Page 14

lntramurals• Best
The Intramural Sports office has
named the fall Male and Female Participants of the Semester.
Tim Williams, a senior from Frankfort.
was named Male Participant of the
Semester. He competed on the lambda
Chi Alpha football, softball and co-ed
basketball teams. Jennifer McCuan, a
freshman from Graves County, was
named Female Participant of the
Semester for her performance In football, softball, and co-ed basketball.
Brian Wilmurth, a junior from East
Prairie, Mo., was named Official of the
Semester.
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More fans attend basketball games
B~

KRIS LAWRE_N_C_E_ _ _

Assistant Sports Editor

Basketball attendance at
Racer Ar ena is somewhat
higher than a year ago due in
part to several factors. But who
makes up these crowds?
Tim Tucker, assistant spor ts
information director, said those
attending the games are a lmost
e qually divid ed b et wee n
students and members of the
community. "It's hard t o say for
s ure, with non-tr aditiona l
students making up parts of the
student body and college age
people who aren't enrolled at
MSU in attendance. •· he said.
''I would say that non -students
make up just slightly more
than half of the attendance
figures."
Men's basketball home games
are averaging about 4,400 pe-r
game, while roughly 450 people
see each of the women's home

''A lot more people come out late
in the season,
especially if Murray is still in the
hunt. ''
- Tirn Tucker

games. Both these figures are
slightly above thoRe at the
!:lame point last season.
The Racers' string of four consecutive OVC titles has helped
to boost attendance. a nd the
facl that Murray ha.. established itself as a perennial power in
men's basketball tends to bring
in fans regardless of the team's
current. recot·d.
''Fans tend to remember· your

last season,'' said Tucker. "Attendance seems to stay about
the same from year to year until your performance changes
drastically.''
Tucker's belief that more fans
come from the surrounding
community is evident in the
fact that attendance for the one
Racer home game during
Chr-istmas break was almost
exactly on par with the rest of
t he season, and the women's attendance was off only slightly.
Murray's only sellout this
season (5,550 in attendance)
was against Southern Dlinois
University-Carbondale during .
the Thanksgiving weekend.
This was also the women's best
attendance to date with 1,050
present.
"When the students aren't
here, you really do notice the
di fference , " Tucker said.

Eligibility increases
with NCAA option

''Whereas the students will be
into the game from the start,
those from the community
won't really get excited unless
it's really close or late in the
game. It's a completely different situation."
As the OVC season gets into
full swing, both teams should
see an increase in their atten·
dance based on trends witnessed in the last few seasons.
"A lot more people come out
late in the season, especially if
Murray is still in the hunt,"
Tucker said.
With upcoming home games
scheduled for Saturday and
Monday against intrastate
rivals Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State, Tucker expects to see his attendance
boost come a little earlier than
usual as near capacity crowds
are anticipated.

By HEATHER KEITH
Assistant Sports Ed:tor

Have you ever heard the
phrase "red-shirt freshman"
and wondered what it
meant? It's not a first-year
student who always wears
the same color shirt. In fact
the term has nothing to do
with the color red.
"Red-shirting,. is an option
available to college athletic
teams by the National Collegiate Athletic Association.
Normally every college
athlete has four years in
which he can legally compete
in intercollegiate competition. A coach, however, also
has the choice of red-shirting
an athlete, or suspending the
athlete's eligibil.,i.ty for a
year.
The most common use of
red -s hir t ing is with
freshman athletes, but a
coach can red-shirt a player
regardless of his class
standing.
Red-shirting gives the
athlete an extra year to
develop his skills. Redshirted players can attend
and participate in all team
practices and even dress for
(but not play in) competitions
without losing his red-shirt
status.
In cases of ::;erious injury.
red-shirting can also be an
advantage. IT a player is injured early in the season,
after competing in a few

RACERS

five turnovers and hitting
seven of eight free-throws to
secure the win. Jones led the
Continued from Page 13
Racers with 26 points and nine
and rebounder. Brett Roberts' rebounds, and Allen added 16
29.1 average is tops in Division points.
The Racers dispatched Tech
I play and is a m~or league
with
balanced scoring and
baseball pitching prospect. The
Eagles are 8·8 and 2-3 in OVC phenomenal second-half
shooting. Trailing 48-40 at the
play.
Wins on the road over Ten- half, the Racers shot 75 percent
nessee Tech last Saturday and from the field, including 80 percent from the three-point stripe.
the victory over Tennessee
The Hacers struggled during
State Monday enabled the the holiday break, going 1-8
Racers, who have won three of and losing six straight at one
their last four games, to move point. The Racers broke that
into first-place.
streak against Southeast
The Racers struggled most of Missouri Jan. 13, but lost two
t he game against Tennessee nights later to a strong
State, but settled down in the Virginia Commonwealth team
second-half committing jus.t 91-90 at Racer Arena.

l
I

games, the athlete's college
can petition the NCAA to
have the individual case
reviewed and can possibly
secure another year of
eligibility for the athlete.

..

Jason Sears, a freshman
wide receiver from Benton,
Ill., spent his first season
with the Racer football team
as a red-shirt.
"You feel left out after the
hard work." Sears said. "You
know you can't play, so you
always look forward to next
season."
Besides feeling left out,
another disadvantage might
be spending an extra year in
college to use up eligibility.
Not all freshmen who
begin their seasons as redshirts end them that way.
John Ross, a freshman tight
end from Tompkinsville,·was
red-shirted until MSU's firststring tight end was injured
in the third game of the
season. The coaching ' staff
then decided to activate
Ross. The freshman, who
scored a touchdown in Murray's last home game against
Southeast Missouri State
Univers ity, sees advantages
and disadvantages to the
process.
"It goes both ways,'' he
said. "I'm not as mature as I
would have been next year,
and I could have had four
more years. But now I have a
year behind me - in cas~ I
want to graduate early."

r
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STANDARDS
Continued from Page 13

Photo by SHIRLEY MARTIN

KEEP AWAY

Rechelle Cadwell (21) denies a APSU steal on a Racer drive.

end zone? Beneath the surface
their goals may very well be
closely related.
Imagine a 13-year-old boy
practicing three-pointers on an
old, concrete basketball court.

Par:l

PUBIJC WELCOME

------------------------------------------.
~--~
.. ;.,.
serious about education and
the

NCAA

PAR a GOLF COt.l'JlSE

w.-c~qa...,. Fee· SSt!<18)
Weelluald a._.. Fee • M . 08)

..

Continued from Page 13

''Murray State will not have
But still, in the back of his the same shot as an Indiana or
mind, he may have dreams of a University of Kentucky."
becoming a lawyer or a doctor.
Strickland added that the
That last second shot may be
just that-a last second shot at message the ruling sends to
athletes is one that colleges are
his chance.

~

..

Ml••

DIXIELAND CENTER N0.7- CHESTNUT STREET

Gounnet Coffees

NINE HOLE EXEClJTIVE

athletes should be just as ~
r
serious.
·'A college athletic scholar- ~
ship is a privilege. A player can '
get an education, a chance to
play and travel. Now the ~
NCAA is saying that you hav~ .A
got to meet these r:equirementa f
before anything like this can
happen," he said.

••··--··.,.·~·-;.··-;:~-~-;;;;::;;;::;;d, ~.~·:~~~··:·,·.c-••1 ._.,

cbffilW

t Sullivan's

The sound of the cars passing
by turn to cheers from fans and
the final seconds tick from a
clock in his mind as he lets the
game-winning shot go.

I

753-0113

• Freah Ground • Whole BMn • Many Vlliellet • Reguiw ?lnd Decaf

Across the street from Bradley Book Co.

DedricoariiiSS b l
M flwllltolee

$1 Off Any Cassette Tape • $2 Off Any Compact Disc
REG. PRICE

c..eer .....,,

Bel Air
D'
• Pleue Step By ..t V111:t lady_. Sua
Alk About PRBB Ca«eo - Jol::a Oar C01PBB CUJBI
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COUPON!
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CAR STEREO SPECIALIST- CUSTOM INST.Al..UTION

COUPON!

Clinical Psychologists

..

(R)

Find out how t o qualify as an Air
Force professional. Call

USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE

1-800-:423-USAF

AJD

~

~============~-~~:>
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Spring1992
The membership committe of Omicron Delta Kappa is now
considering qualified students for membership. The preliminary
requirements which must be met for a student to be eligible for
consideration for election are:
A.
B.
C.
D.

Rank in the upper 35% of the class
Junior or Senior status
One semester in residence at Murray State
Have attained special distinction in two or more of the five
phases of campus life
··

3. social service and religious activities and campus government
4. journalism, speech and the mass media
5. creative and perfonning arts

care
• 30 days vacation with pay per
year

1

,r

.i :

1. scholarship
2. athletics

JUICE

,

?{fltiona£ Lealkrsliip !J{o7Wr Society

10% OFF for MSU FACULTY and STUDENTS
· Excluded: Sales Items, Cosh and Corry,
and Special Ord e.rs
Store houre:
Monday-Frldav 7:30 a.m. - a p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sunday 1 p.m. - ·s p.m;

)!

Omicron Delta Kappa

A Pull Line of Paint, Lumber, and Concrete Blocks
for Those Custom Shelf Units!

Bel-Air Shopping
Ce nt er
75 9-1390

~ ~~-·

·····--·-------···
YOUR /HHA.PN!

;
I- ~
I'

EXPIRES FEB. 14, 1992

• ootJ1tMBT UlUDIH • FOOD • GJPrS•

·~

REG. PRICE

~

Interested students should pick up an application form in Room 207 of
the Business Building or at Music Control in the Curris Center.
All applications must be returned by noon Friday, Feb. 7 to Room 207 in
the Business Building. If you have any questions, contact Dr. Krizan at 4196
or Michael Ellerbusch at 6356.
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SCOREBOARD
a.aketba!l Standjnaa
(Men)
Murray State
Eastem Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Austin Peay
Morehead State
Tennessee Tech
Tennessee State

(Women)
Eastem Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Murray State
Middle Tennessee
Southeast M issouri
Morehead State
·Austin Peay
Tennnessee State

2& AU.
4·1 (6· 10)
~1
(9-8)
3-2 (9-6)
3·2 (8-9)
2-2 (6-10)
2-3 (8-8)
0-3 (3· 11)
o-4 (1-1 4)

~

ALL

5-0 (12-4)

3-1 (5-8)
3-2 (9- 8 )

Halftime - Murray State 32, Tenn.
State23.
Three-point goals • Murray State 1-8
(Cannon 1·3);
Tenn. State 1· 11
(Johnson 1-4).
Rebounds • Murray State 38(Jones
12); Tenn. State 37 (Moore 12).
Assists · Murray State 14 (Waldon 5);
Tenn. State 8 (Jones, Johnson 2).
·
Fouled out • none.
Total Fouls Murray State 22, Tenn.
State 26.

3·2 (5· 10)

3-2 (11-6)
1-4 (6-9)
1-4 (3- 13)
0-4 (3·12)

lADY RACERS

BASKETBALL

Lady Racers vs. TtlnMSSH Tech In
Cooksville, Tenn., January 18.

Racers vs.
Tennessee Tech In
Cooksville, Tenn.• Jan. 18.
Murray State
Tennessee Tech

Murray State
Adams 0·3, 0·2, 0; Allen 4-11, 8·10,
16; Cannon 2-4, 4-6, 9; Evans 1· 1, 1·2,
3; Gumm 4-7, 2·2, 10; Hunt 0-0, 0-0, 0;
Jones 9·1 2, 8-1 2, 26; SlvUis 0-5, 0-0, o;
Walden 0-0, 2-2, 2; Wilson 2·3, 1·2. 5.
Totals 22-46 (.478), 26·38 (.684), 71.
Tennessee State
Horton 3·13, 3 -4, 9; Howsrd 2·5, 0-1 ,
4; Wilson 0·4, 0·2, 0; Jones 0·1 , 0-0, O;
Beckham 0-0, 1·2, 1; Moore 8· 12, 1·2,
17; Manon 4·8, 4-6, 12; Burwell2·2, 0·1,
4. Totals 24-57 (.421), 13-22 (.591), 62.

87
80

Llldy Racers vs. Tennessee Stllte
IJnlveralty In Nashvilltl, Tenn., Jan. 20.
Murray State
84
Tennessee State
72
Murray State
Cadwell1-1, 2·2. 4; Gamer 5-11 , 8-6,
16; Mote 3-3, H. 12; Pattuw 5-13, 7-8,
18; Pinson 4-6, 2·2, 11 ; Mechelle
Shelllon 3-4, 1·2, 7; Melleea Shelton 0-4,
1·2, 1; Snell1 ·7, 0-0, 2; Waldon 5·11 , 3·
3, 13. Totals 27-80 (.450), 28-32 (.875),

Karen Harbaugh

Murray State

Halftime • Murray State 40, Tenn.
Tech48.
Three point goals • Murray State 5·
10 (.500) (Allen 3-4); Tenn. Tech 4-13
(.308) (MitcheH1·1, Cupples 1-2, Usher
1·2. West 1-4).
Rebo.u,nds·. Murray State 33, (Jones
6); 'Tenn. TeCh 32 (Edmonson 7).
Assists- Murray State 20 (Walden 8);
Tenn. Tech 18 (UsherS).
Fouled out- none.
Total fouls- Murray State 23, Tenn.
Tech 20.

Racers vs. Tennessee State In
Nashville, Tenn., on Jan. 20.
Murray State
71
Tennessee State
62

Cadwel 0-3, 2·2, 2; Gallmore 0-0,0-0,
0; Gamer 8-17, 4-7, 20; McCoMell 0-0,
0-0, 0; Mote 0-1, 2-2. 2; Parlier 5-10, 1·
8, 17; Pinson 2·9, 0· 1, 4; Mechelle
Shelton 1·2, 1·2, 3; MeUssa Shelton 0·
2, 0-0, 0; Snell1· 1, 0.1, 2; Waldon 6·13,
6·7, 18. Totals 23-58 (.397), 2.2-30
(.733), 68.

Tennessee Tech
Taylor o-1 , 1·3, 1; Bilyeu 0-9, 0-0, o;
Treanton, 2·3, 3·3, 7; Clayton 1·3, 0-0,
2; Beaty 0·2, 2-4, 2; Engle 6· 10, 5-6, 20;
Scott 4-6, 1-1, 11; Batten 8-19, 9-10,
25; Stout 4-6, 0·0, 8; Vaughn 2·5, 0-0, 4;
Metcalf 0-0, 0-0, 0. Totals 27-64 (.422),
21-27 (.778), 80.
Halftime • Murray State 26, Tenn.
Tech 42.
Three-point goals • Murray State 0·
3; Tenn. Tech 5-16 (.313) (Engle 3-6).
Rebounds · Murray State 45 (Gamer
19); Tenn. Teoh 36 (Batten 6).
Assists - Murray State 8 (Pinson 4);
Tenn. Tech 21 (BHyeu, Scott, Vaughn

4).
Fouled out • none.
Total Fouls • Murray State 23, Tenn.
Tech23.

MSU adds three to football

Men's res.ults from the third annual
Salukl Invitational Indoor Tracl< and
Reid MHt held at the SIU-C Rec Center
on Saturday Jan. 18 1n Carbonda/9 ,Uf.

Tennessee State
Crawley 6-8, 3-5, 15; Williams 0-0, 0o, 0; HolrNS4-16, ~. 12; Crenshaw 4·
15, 0-0, 11; Campbell 5-13, 2·2, 12;
Graves 5-13, 7-10, 17; Clay 0-0, 0-0, 0;
Moreland 0-1 , 0-0, 0; Fottef 0-2,0-1, 0;
Jackson 2·3, 1·2, 5. Totals 26·71
(.366), 11·24 (.708), 72.

Team Scores
Southam Illinois

11 8

Georgia Tech
Alabama

99
78
77
65.5
61
39.5

Mississippi
Arkansas State
Mississippi State
Murray State
Southeast Missouri

Halftime • Murray State 45, Tenn.
State 36.
Th,...Polnt goals • Murray State 2-5
(.400) (Patker 1·2, Pinson 1-1); Tenn.
Stale 3-14 (.214) (Crenshaw 3-11).
Rebounds - Murray State 48 (Gamet
17); Tem. Stale 37 (C8J1llbell7).
Assists • Murray State 12 (Pineon 3);
Tenn. State 11 (Campbell, Graves 4).
Fouled out • Murray State, Partter,
Pinson; Tenn. State Crawley.
Total Fouls · Murray State 25, Tenn.
State 21.

The status of two members of the Murray State basketballl
team is questionable following the last two Racer games
against Tennessee Tech and Tennessee State.
Junior Darren Hill, a 6-4 guard from Chicago, did not make
the Tennessee road trip. Junior Rafael Peterson, a 6-4 guard
from Detroit, Mich., bas not returned to school following
Christmas brenk.
The Murray State Sports Information office h ad no official
comment on the status of the two players, but did say that
some announcement should be made following Saturday
night's game against Eastern Kentucky.

SHOT PUT
Brian Church

47·1

4x800 METER
Murray State

5th

RELAY
8:09.5

5lh

22·4

6th

LONG JUMP
Adr1an Scott

RIFLE
TennessH Tech on Saturday, Jan.
18th.

Comblnld Score
6137

TTU
MSU Gold
MSU Blue

6093
5G72

Tennessee Tech
Small bore

4611

Air Rifle

1526
~

Lance Goldhahn
Beth Herzman
DlaneMuth
Benjle Belden

1160
1139
1146
1128

Ale Rifle
Lance Goldhahn
Benjle Belden
DianeMuth
Kate Kellennan

2nd
5th

400 METER DASH
Seibert Straugn
:47.6
Terry Harewood
:48.2

1st
4th

800 METER
cart DIIMf

4th

1:55.9

4th

Women's res.ults from the thrid annual
s.Jukl Invitational Indoor Track and
Field M96t II(Jid at the SIIJ..C Rec C9nt6f
on Saturday Jan. 18 In Carbondale, Ill.

Team Scores
Alabama
Georgia Tech

~
384

147

52
40
40

32
17

MSU Blue

~

Anne Tully
Ka1e Kellennan
Angela Johnson
Karen Harbaugh

11 17
1124
1128
1107

MSU Finishers
3000

METER RUN

Heather tU1n

Ken. Heclund

,. Men's B asketball. Eastern Kentucky at Racer Arena, 7:30 p.m.,
Saturday, Jan. 25.
• Men' s Basketball . M orehead State at Racer Are na, 7:30p.m ., M onday, Jan. 27.
• W o men's B asketball. Eastern Kentucky at Racer Arena, 5: 15 p.m.,
Saturday, Jan. 25.
• Women ' s Basketball. Morehead State at Racer A rena, 5:15 p.m.,
Monday, Jan. 27.
• Rifle. Roger Withrow Invitational Tournam ent at Stewart Stadium,
Friday-Sunday, Jan. 24-26.
•Indoor Track. MSU at Middle Tennessee State, Saturday, Jan. 25.
• lntramurals.Greek Bowling entry deadHne, Jan. 28.
• lntramurals. Walleyball entry deadMnl, Feb. 5.

104
64

Southern Illinois
Murray State
M ississippi
Mississippi State
Arl<ansas State
Southeast Missouri

380
380
376

Smallbora

• FOR YOUR INFORMATION

RUN

4x400 RELAY
Murray State

MSU Gold

Smalbont

600 METER RUN
1:21 .85
Lyndon Hepburn
1:23.3
Eustace Isidore

Murray State head coach Mike Mahoney gained three football players for the 1992 season when Marcus Kimbrell,
Mike Cutter, and Fred Davis enrolled at MSU t his spring.
Cutter, a 6-3 280 pound freshman offensive tackle from
Erie, Pa., attended Milford Academy in Connecticut last fall.
Kimbrell, a 6-1 280 pound sophomore offensive tackle from
Tallahassee, Fla .. attended MSU as a redsh irt his freshman
year, but didn't return to school last fall. Davis, a 6-0 205
pound junior outside linebacker from Decatur, Ga., played for
Joliet Junior College in lllinois. He signed with ~,1urray last
fall but didn't attend school last fa ll for academic reasons.

Status: Unknown

19

MSU Finishers

Results of the MSU Riffe match at

Murray State
Adams 3-4, 2·2, 8; Allen 6-11, 2-3, 17;
Cannon 1·5, ~. 6; Evans 1-5, 0-0, 2;
Gumm6·7, 4-4,17;Jones 7-1 1,3·6,1 7;
SMIIa 6·8, 3-6, 15; Walden 2·4, 0-0, 5.
Totals 32·58 (.552), 18-25 (.720), 87.
Tennessee Tech
Mays 0-5, 3-4, 3; Houston 5-7, 3·5, '13;
Usher 4-10, 4-5, 13; West 4-8, 1·2, 10;
Edmonson 2-6, 0-0, 4; Best 8·15, 5-7,
21 ; Mitchell 1·1, 0-0, 3; Cupples 4·5, 22, 11; Nayadley 1-3, 0-0, 2. Totals 29-60
(.483), 18·25 (.308), 80.

SPORTS NOTEBOOK

TRACK

84.

68
80

Murray State
Tennessee Tech

~
370
377
381
368

AJrBjfle
John Cline
Beth Herzman
Angela Johnson

10:34.20
10:37.27

5th
6th

~I
4x400 METER RELAY
3:53.8
Murray State

3rd

200 METER
Jill Doty

13th

400 METER
Felicia Upton
Healher Hurrm

DASH
27.01

55 METER DASH
6.87
H. Salruel

1st

1 000 METER
Beth Stocker

4:1 1.0

8th

5:46.0

8th

R. Mlzener

56.4
1:28.5

4 x 800 METER RELAY
9:40.93
Murray State
800 METER DASH
2:25.4
L Powell
2:27.9
M. Helgerson

RUN

MILE FINAL

DASH
2nd
11 th

3fd
4th
6th

600 METER RUN
Anna Cherry

1:36.9

4th

The numbers behind the action

CLASSIFIEDS
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

HELP WANTED

Cheryl K·Keep up the great
Hang
lntherel

Happy 20th birthday, Mellssal
Sorry aboutWaddlesl We tried
to save hlml Reallywedldl lt's
aroommatethlngl Love, Michele and Chet1

$40,()00Jyrl READ BOOKS and
TV Scr1pts. All out sll'fl)le ,Ike/
don't Ilks" form. EASYI Fun,
relaxing at home, beach, vacations. Guaranteed paycheck.
24 Hour recording 801 ·3792925 Copyright IKY13KEB.

Summer Staff Gen&nll counselors. Waterfront. Will train.
The best job this summer!
YMCA Camp C8r8on. RR2,
Pt1ncelon< IN47670 812-3853597.

Fundralser·Lool<lng for top fra·
ternlty, soror1ty, or student orgarizatlonthatwouldllketoeam
$500-$1500 for a one week
mati(etlng project. Must be
organized and hard wof1dng.
Call JoAnn at (800) 592-2121

F
A
S
T
FUND RAISING
PROGRAM

WOf1( as SM President.

Kl1s and Heather, Nice job up
topl Keep ltup, guysl Thanks
to you, too Becky. The Head

Honcho.
The goats could pop up again.
Keep watching. The ghost of
Scotty.

Heather, Who could ask for
someone more loving or more
understanding? Thank you for
always listening to me. Here's
the classified you've wanted.
Love, James

Cheryl-Ira Mari('a tum to wash
the dishes. Good luck with law
school and man1agel Leigh

Dippy Stick. Happy 27 months.
I love you. R.T.

Kev, Thanks for making my
Christmas btealr and everyday
special. Hope your week Is
going better. I love youl Amy

Welcome Herbie and Plcante,
our dwarf frog and snail. We
hope you don't fall out of your
shell or croak anyUrne soon.
Love the fish clan. Rlbbitll

Hey Turi<ey·Want to buy $70
worth of groceries? Me either,
let'soog.rtll Joyeyoui·Roosls!e
SorryPicantel Youwere dead
tobeglnwtth. Maybe nexttime
baby. We still love you. AMC
&CAS

Alpha Phi Omega (National
SeMoe Fratemlty) will be
sponsor1ng RUSH WEEK·
Febnlary 3-6.
More than
200,000 members nallon-wtdel
We are dedicated to helping
others. Call for more lntromatlon·762-3704.

TheMurray

ext115.
$PRING BREAK '92. EARN
FREE mJPS AND CA$Hll
campus Reps wanted to promote the f1 spr1ng break
destination,
DAYTONA
BEACH. Best organized, beat
price on campus. call 1-800563-8747.
~h~p?A~In~

Murray State Newa c:fualfled ..ctlon. Stop by room
111 Wilson hall for more
Information.

MISC.

MISC.

RECALLEOJII Silicon Implants on top of the Industry
and Tech'lC)Iogy building. Potential health hazardI

MSU Escort Service, Dept. of
Public Safety offers escort
service after da~ 7 clays a
week. Call 762·2222.

Have a question about
MSU? Drop It In the SGA/
The Murray State News box
In the Currls Centerl

LET IT SNOWIll
LET IT SNOWIII
LET IT SNOW Ill
LET IT SNOW Ill

THE MURRAY STATE RAC·
EAS NEED YOUR HELPI
SATURDAY NIGHT MSU VS.
EASTERN. HELP THE RACERS EARN THEIR FIFTH
STRAIGHT OVC TITLEI

Pnllaniliea, Dailies, lll.ldcllt
ch:bt.. Earn up 10 '1000 in one

week. Plus recei...e • 1 l<Xn
bcnas ywd. And 1 FREE
WATOtjaslbcaUmg 1~
932-05.28 Ext. 6S.

For good music at reasonable
nd88 foryournextparty,claooe,
mixeror social event, call l.ut<e

Davis at (901 ) 642-8406
Need

FOR SALE
CHEAP I FBVU.S. SEIZED 89
MERCEDES . • • $200, 86VW
.. . $50, 87 MERCEDES •• •
$100,85 MUSTANG ••• $50.
MacSharewar8Games· 3dak
set$10. L.owcostooi'JliUtlng,
1516 N 4th, Murray KY 42071 .

an appointment a week befof9
wor1( Is due. It need not be
finished 1D make appointment.
Call 762:2556
Advertise your business serv·
loea In the Murray State News

1~:;~::;:MsuiD: 20¢perwofd

Hours: Monday and Wednesday 1·3 p.m.,
Friday 8:30.10 :15 a.m.,Tuesday
and Thursday 2·4 p .m. Closed on weekends and
holidays.

Classlfleds Department,
The Mu"ay State News, 2 609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 4207 1

The Brothers of Sigma P1 Fraternity
Welcome Back all Students and Wish
Everyone a Great Semester!

ForcmJy$1.

page for 19sumes. Just make

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Frat~r:nity

reports and projects

typed? $2 per page. $5 per

With MSU ID: 1~ per word
Without MSU ID: 1S. per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

PI

Send a stressed fri...,.eD~d..x..oc:JU..:
.a tension·'breakiDI
message in the
classified&

BUSINESS
SERVICES

Deadline•••••• Friday 2 p .m.

Sign~.a

'/

MISC.

RATES

S t a t e NewsWithMsulo:

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY

"

NOnCE

HELP WANTED

For a l.iD;1ited time, you. c:an place a 10 word
claaified in the penonele -.ct:lon for cmly $1.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

INDEX
PEMONAlS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SEAVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE

ar

HELP WANTED
LOST& FOUND
RIDES
t.tsc ..
NOTICE

Chain Broken?

Welcome Back MSU Students!

TJ's

Friday and Saturday N'Jght Buft'et

Ba.r-8-Q Rb, Paad Rafeed Catftwb, Pried Chickera,
Food Bar, s.JadBar, Da•art Bar, aDd DriDk

Check out our weekly special

The Place Ain't Fancy But Sho Is Good Food
Chestnut St.

75300415

Dnp o11 at Boom 111,
Willcm. Ball.

FltlZII'l'ZII'ZZI£111

Ring Need To Be
Sized?

J.T. LEE, Jewler
Where Your Ideas Turn To Gold
Dixiland Center
759-1141
Master Card

Monday-Friday
10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Visa

Discover

I

...

·:·
:::

...-........
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REGENTS

the boards at other universities, but I don't see any of
them here," he said. "It would
Continued from Page 1
really disrupt a lot of continuity
with a lot of fresh faces. l'm
"The board is a function of sure some would be reapthe state of Kentucky by the pointed, but we would still lose
University being a state- a lot of continiuity."
supported school," he said.
Harvey said he also hopes
''The tax payers of Kentucky Gov. Jones would continue to be
support the school through aware of the ties certain 'intheir taxes and they should dividuals have to the univerhave a say."
sities as alumni, political adSchofield agreed wUh Harvey vocates an d financia l
that totally refilling the boards supporters.
at one time may be a mistake.
"Undoubtedly it can be im"There may be problems with portant that members have an

BELTS
Continued from Page 1

passes, motorists will not be
stopped just because they are
not wearing their safety belts.
Citations will be issued only as
a secondary violation.
If the ordinance passes, the
Murray Police Department will
have jurisdiction within city
limits and on the Murray State
University campus.
Joe Green, director of public

historical t ie to an institution,
but a certain balance is needed," he said. "We have
members who have not attended Murray State, and by the
same token, it is very, very im·
portant that we have some
members who are alumni of
Murray State."
Harvey said the bottom line
for him that "if the Governor
sees a need for change we
should be open minded, but
once the change is made there
are serious issues that need to
be confronted, and this issue
will be out of the way."

January 24,

FEE
Continued from Page 1

propriations to programs or activities so that students know
exactly where their money is
going, Schofield said.
A committee of University administrators is also looking into
the fee situation to make a reccommendation at the Board of
Regents meeting, Denton said.
"Some type of reccommenda·
tion will be made, but it has not
been ironed out at this time,
and we have nothing firm yet,''
Denton said.
Although no firm decision has
been
made by the ad safety, said public safety ofStudies show from 1983 ministrators concerning the
ficers do have the power to en- through 1990, safety belts sav·
force city ordinances on the ed an estimated 24,900 lives fee, several questions about the
issue have been raised, Robertcampus.
and prevented an estimated son said.
The idea for a mandatory 648,100 moderate to critical in"We're basically looking at
safety belt law came up at a juries.
the entire area of what it covers
The study also shows 18,100 and what it should cover and is
safety conference, Elkins said.
As a safety officer, be said he lives were saved in association that adequate funding for. that
felt obligated to encourage seat with belt use laws. Belt laws program," Robertson said.
are also attributed to preven- "We're asking are there new
belt usage.
"It's a proven fact on the local ting more than 471,000 critical things that should be looked at
and statewide level safety belts to moderate injuries.
like the question of the theater
do save lives and reduce the exElkins said the only negative department that was brought
tent and seriousness of in- feedback deals with personal up last year."
juries," Elkins said.
freedom.
The administrator's commit-
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"And Check Out Our New Stuffed
Baked Potatoesrn·
our famous 1/3 lb.
homemade burgers
made fresh each day with 100% ground

BEEF!! I

Plus
our Great

Deli Sandwiches
each made with 1/41b. meat, crisp
lettuce and tomatoes, served wtth
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AMOUNT
Athletlca

FEES COLLECTED*

s20 (+$50,000>~

$20 (·$50,000)1
SGA Increase (11 /88)
$5

.Genera.l Fund

Health Services

$10

;.

$294.265 .
,.,,$194,285
$61 ,066
,. $122t133 ,.,

$55
* COY. . 1980-91 fiscal year
;
I after division, $50,000 from the general fund's portion of the
activity fee Ia added to athletlc:s

tee is looking at revising how
the fees are allocated in addition to raising the fee, Denton
said.
''We're very concious of costs,
but if you don't have the funds
then you can't offer the services," Robertson said. "We
will also work with groups on
campus to make them aware of

what's going on."
In order to ..............,...,..,;r
proved by the Board of w .................~
any proposal concerning the
must first be recommended by
vice-president, then the
dent Life and Finance "'u.....,..
tees of the Board of
which both meet Feb. 7, w nt"".-i........
son said.
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EST WOOD WINES & LIQUOR
WEST WOOD AT THE ..Y"
P.O. BOX292
PARIS, TENNESSEE 38242

and pickJe spears.

A place to meet great people and eat great food!!!

WARM-UPS
NIKE & REEBOK NYLON JACKETS
CASUAL SHORTS
TENNIS APPAREL
PRINTED FLEECE
ATHLETIC BAGS
NIKE & REEBOK T-SHIRTS
AIR JORDAN APPAREL
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The Student Activi~ J=:ee
W~ere does it all go?

WEEKEND
Now Serving Homemade Biscuits & Gravy
"And . Country Ham"

199~

CHILDREN•s APPAREL
WOMEN•s APPAREL
RACQUETBALL RACKETS
LE COO & ADIDAS APPAREL
BASEBALL/SOFTBALL BATS
& GLOVES
NBA-NFL PRINTED APPAREL
NIKE & REEBOK HATS

SPORTING GOODS
''£V£RYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR I lfE"
1203 Chestnut St. Open: Monday-Saturday 9 a.m.-6 p.m. 753-8844

